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National Endoiiment forjthe Humanities Project. No. AS-00017-79-1409

"Revitalizing tbe,Humanities in thglIcgmmunity College"

Gtantee: State Board for CommunityCciffbge Education

Assisting Agency: Center for the Study of Community Colleges

PROGRESS REPORT, OCTOBER 1, 1980 - SEPTEMBER 30,1981
/

This is the Assisting, Agency-re second -year report on the "Revitaltzing

the Humanities invthe Ommunity College' P.roject. It details the Center's

activitieson the Project during tfie paSt 12 months.
.."

In general, the Center's role has been to provide various fbrms of
.

*assistance to the Project Directors Coordinator, Core-Group, Facilitators, .

,,
,-

and facUltY. This ha§ involved Center staff in attending Core Group Meetings,
t

''''advising on Project organizatiorrand activities, reviewing Project materials,
.4

visiting campuses, and consulting with numerous campus-leve] people through
. 4,

1

, , .e .

; cjersonal, written. ,and telephone contacts. Center staff have also acted
PS 0

to link the Project with similar activities in other states by discussing it .

% 4 '''' 's

with, and bringing in ideas from, the staff in those areas. The second part
..._

., of this linking function bas been to facilitate the attendance of Washington

faculty and administatorsfat variousregional workshops and meetings to

discuss theirinvolVement.with the Project. A third aspect'of the communication
.

and linking activities.has involved Center staff-working with various

agendies-and foundations to bring,additione1 'support for the humanities'

in Washington.
.

The Center is responsible for four specifi& types of activities:

'design and conduct surveys; plan and conduct faculty workshops to enable

.faoulty, to work on strategies for'effecting the, Project's objectives;

diSsemtdate.surveY findings and the activities -of the PrOject; and evaluate

the f?ratiject. The.first-year actiVitfeS under each of 'the''h headings, are-

TeViewed_is :folloWs:

v.
)
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Community Survey.

During the first year of'the Project, Center staff developed two

versions of a Community Survey designed to answer three questions: what

community agencies, organizations, and groups are involved in the humanities?

In 'what ways and to what extent are these community groups involved? Can

the community college finda link with other groups? In late October,

. 1980, another version of a questionnaire designed.for the heads of community-

agencies or organization's that might work with the college on humanities-

related activities was prepared by.Center staff.- This draft was sent to the
;

:SURVEYS

Continu g Education Community Services. Directors on the Core. Group and

to three Los Angeles area Community Servide Deans to be reviewed and
r\ .

,

critiqued. Their comments and suggestions were incorporated into'the Center's .

third draft (Appendix A).

This draft was presented at the Core Group's DeCember 2 meeting. At'

that time Center staff raised the following owestions?

1. Do campuses have access to this information through

existing sources?,

2. Should the Center conduct the survey on all 27 campuses?

3, Should individual campuses-be encouraged to administer

.it on their own?

The consensus was that this information was.not ava4lable through4.other

sources and that the Center should work individually With interested colleges.

All the colleges were notified that Center Staff were willing.to,come
:.

,

to the campus to conOuct.trainin§ . workshbps on designing, admihist004,

and analyZing questionnaires. *.The facilitators at.Clark 0016'0 anA Bellevue

4College organized data workshops; at both workshops the'potenti41 uses of a

.
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community survey were discuSSed. Faculty and administrators at Clark

College concluded that a formal survey was not A priority for. their campus.

At Bellevue, the workshop prompted the chairperson of the drama

department and the Director of Evening and Continuing Education to explore

developing separate questionnaires to meet their particular needs. Center

staff worked with Bonnie Wallace-Hoffman to design a short audienOe survey

on attendance at cultural events,

in mid-May to audiences attending

This `survey (Appendix B) was adminstered

Bellevuels prciduction of The Country Wife

and analyzed by college personnel. Kay Hutchison, Director of Evening and
.4

Continuing Education, was interested lb surveying a number of organizations

that are involved in non-credit educational activities--not only those With

humanities activities. Center staffAave helped her draft such an

.

instrument (Appendix and develop Procedures for administering it. Recent

statewide budgetary cuts have forcegattention away from the,survey and

toward other concerns. While there:1s still interest in using the:

44estionnaire, as yet no time has bien set for its administration.°

(Student Survey

At the Decembep 2 Core Group meeting, Center staff presented a student

survey _draft (Appendix D) that incorporated members' comments-and-suggestions:

. -

Again, as with the Community. Survey-, the Core Group feltIthat the Students

Survey should betupized by interested campuses.
.

.

After the January data workOop at Clark College, tpre was,considerable
I

interest in a-student turvey.. Center staff worked with the faculty to

'tailor-the questionnaire to their need's and in selecting the sample.. The

.survey was'administered,at the end of Winter quarter. was aji4fyzed by

campus staff and the results dilseminated within the college.",

4
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The Humanities Division 'at Olympic College alsb decided to use a,

; --
Student survey. Center staff worked with the Division- on the-design of the

survey and sampling procedures. 41thoughthe questionnaire Was Administered

in Spring quarter, the Division did. t have the:funds to-analyze it.

Consequently, the resultshave not be utilized, 1-

_ .

Because the infOrmation to be gained from a student survey is-an

important aspect of the Project,- the Center agreed to conduct a student'

survey on all campuses. Another version of the instrument was dralt04

and presented at the Core Group meeting on July 14. Input was solicited

fioni tore Group members and the Facilitators; then a final, four-page

,version was prepared and printed (Appendix*E).

The purpose of the survey is to learn more about, the relationship
. ,

between the courses and activities that students'engage in and the progress

'.; that they feel they make in,such areas as critical thinking, effective '

. .

Writing,' etc. It will be administered on A6vember 18 to five percent cif.
. . -.,

pi all students enfollegin bothcredit-and-non-oredit courses at on-campus

and off-campus 1 ations% Center staff are selecting the sample and

assembling the questionnaire packets for-each campus. They, will also
,

analyze and.disseminate the data.
. 4

a '

WORKSHOPS .

(
During the past year, Center staff have'conducted,14 workshops on a ,'

number of different campuses andprpsented a statewide workshop with outside

'consultant in conjunciiph with the Humanities.'81 Conference. The content

of these workshops is focused on four major areas: apprOaches to integrating
.

the'humanities
)
into occulliationlprrigrams, interdisciplinary courses,

_forming and using lays advisory.cointtees, and modes of organizing student

.

-and community surveys. The Facilitators organized each: session' and worked

'4
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with the Center to establish the format. In addition to the workshops,. ' ...

Center staff have worked with individual faculty and small groups on the campus

. 1, . . , . : - 1; /

projedt proposals, on obtaining outside grants and funds, 'and on other
A

OM

.
-

- Project-related activities.: Descriptions of each workshop are in Appendix F.

4

N DISSEMINATION

, The Center hasbeen inyolved in dissemination as an ongoing activity

.

for 41-phases of the Project. An'article odtlinti-ig some of the -res-ults

of the Project appeared in. the Humanist, V61. 3,- No. 2; September, 1981.

All' Project reports have been disseminated to the Presidents, Facilitators,
. -

Occbpational Liaisons, apd Community Services Coordinator at all the .camAses._
. . ,

-They have..a)so been pladed in the ERIC system.
. Jv .

. Project Report #12, "Integrating the Humanities andeOccuptional
. , .

('

. .

,

Programs: An Inventory of Cyrrent Approaches" (Appendix G) was distributed
. .

,

. to all participants at the Los Angeles,AACJC-NEH workshop in February: -

, '19f31. An article on these approaches appered el.h Community College RevieW

. , -,

. -Vol , 9; No. 1, under the title "An ERIC Review: _Integrating the Humanities it.,

2' / . "
. ' and OdcupationaL,PrograMS: An' Inventory of CUrrent:Practices.' a

Several types of material based either entirely or. in part on the

. , -

experiente of .the Washington colleges with humanities advisory committees
. ,

.

f'

I

.

a

have been developed by the Center. Project Report #14, "ForMation and
, .

Uses o LayAdviSory, Groups for the Humanities" (Appendix H) was, used in. a

/

session on lay advisory comm. itthes at the CCHA_Western' Diyisian Spring
.

. Conference in April., 1981: This report has also been distributed to
k

interested colleges. outside Washington where faculty are exploring the formation ,
. -

of a humanities advisory committee. Mother version of the manual, Advisory 0
e,

,

Committee to the Humanities,: A Handbook, his been written,and wi11 be
.

.
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available through ERIC as Topical Papem#74. A vtdeotape, "Forming and
.

Using Humanities. Advisory Committees," has been'produced, In the take,

facility, and department chairpersons who have been instrumental in forming
. ,

committees and some committee members discuss*the&beneficial experiences of .

Clark, Olympic, and Shoreline in=woling with these groups.--The tape,Will

...be incorporated into future workshops and be usedin a session at the CCHA

-,Western Pacific Cpnference in November: It will be placed'in the Washington

State video library and so be available to all the colleges,-in the state,,

g

Various speeches a,nd presentatio4'on the Washington Project have been

given by 'the Center: '-

Speech af Everett Community College, Everett, Washington, on

November 11, 1980, "NatiOnal and State Overview of the Humanities

. and Humanities Faculty," made by Randy Beckwith.

. Speech at Association of California Community College Administrators

of LibelW Arts Conference on Liberal Education for Occupational

and Transfr Stmdents-Santa-Monica, California; NoveMber 20, 1980,.

"General Education in the Community College; A Ripple of
a

Change,".by Randy Beckwith.

. SpeeC.at AACJC National Conference; Washington, D.C., 'April 21,

1981, "Stimulating the Collegiate-Function," by -FclarenceBrawer.

Presentation at CCHA, Los Angeles, California, April 25, 1981,

Washington State,Humanitips Project", by Allen Gates.
4

. Speech to faculty and staff of the Communify College of Denver,

Denver, Colorado; August 24, 1961, "Searchind for''Quality," by

. Arthur Cohen.

\f
.

. Presentation to. the WashingiOn State Board for Gommunity College
I

Education, Olympia; Washington, Septemberq, 1981, by Arthur Cohen..

4
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_EVALUATION

o While this isnot intended as a tummatve evaluation, ome of the
.

positive results to date should be noted. First, thd minigrants for faculty

stimulated at least one and frequently four or five preliminary )roposali
o

per campus. \Although only about a fifth"of the original proposals were.'

selected for implementation (42 of_206),.'the very prqcess of designing the

offering and writing the proposal promfted facolty'to think innovatively

abouetheir disciplines and instructional approaches.

Second, a number,of'the funded proposals reveal,an.effort to extend,

the humanities to groups senerallyuntouched
2

by traditional formats.

'Curricular units-foe vocational Students have beeridesigned, some of which

have been planned with.the-instructors from the occupational programs where

they.w11 be used.- -Other offerings are targeted for developmental- students
% .

and for newimigrants. .Still others are intended for the larger cohmunity,
c.,

. s
.

.
. .

student in the K-12 schobls, non-credit learners, and senior

Some of the funded' projects have now been completed. 'Fie evaluations

. . .

indicate that the instructors involved have gained an expertise
,

including

Citizens.

from.these

that heretofore they fiaci not, had the opportunity to develop but which can

be utilized'in
futurelballege'activiiA

ttes.' In addition, the'regponse. of:
-

3 . .
e 'f .

the students and participants to these new 'offerings. has been highly
.

. .

favorable.
. .

Third, the humanities divisions of three dolleges have formed.hUmanities

.

advisory -committees: At all'10ee campuses the eXperileoce has been -.:
. .

. . , .

extremely valuable. the committees have undertaken various projects for . I

the divisions and have beconie an effective support and advocacy-group for

the humanities program. Hav4zthese committees has been such a-positive
. ,

A
:.

..---.

/
addition that representatives from these three colleges are extending

',.-

9 7



\
themselves to-their colleagues at other,Eampused In an effort to help-them

form advidory groups. Such actidn,seems to be having an effect. A faurth
4'

college re7ntly voted to establish'such.a committee and two others

anticipate forming committees in the near future.

. Fourth, there is a great deQs, more interaction and communication

among faculty at the same institution and
.

campuses. itt some institution's a greater

with their colleagues at other.
. .

sense of divisional unity,

4.

q

fostered 'by the attention to the humanities; has replaced older disciplinary

ties. This has stimulated a more frequent- sharing d ideas across disciplinary

lines leading ih some cases to new interdOctplinary courses. The.mechanism

of institutional, workshobi has promoted an interdivisional
,

sharing of

% . .

educational concerns and perspectives. These dialogues have led to the

practice at two institUtionSbf faculty members lecturing in their
.

,
. .

colleagues' classes and at other colleges have-opened the ciao. for more

. cooperative efforts-in the future
c

Networks and llnkages:among colleaguds

- at different institutions both in Washington and other Western states ..

-
have been greatly strengthened.thened. Faculty members a sharing their strategies

(1,

.
and ideas and extending their expertise to theirpeers through Center-

,

spondored workshops, .through state-level meetings, through the CCHA Western
.

,
.

,

Division ConfereTs; and thrbugh the Consultant Registry Program, which

will'be inaugurated shortly. When established, the Washington- Oregon

Humanities Associ'at

On the negativeside,

'r,,report have Persisted,and

continue to occur on ca
. ,

. ,

tr ,'Group. Again, a numbek
"A,

.

of positions because of 4

butrthe result has

be a vehicle for continued networking and cooperation.

some'othe problems cited in the first year's

some newones have emerged. First, changes -

mpus teams and in the membership of the-Core

factors lie behind-these changesconsolidation

9etary cuts, leaves, shifts in administrative duties',

a lack of continuity.on%Ihe campus and in the

e.
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. Core Group.

Second, whil

N . 0
.

CI, . .
. .

.

,
1

.

e past year has seen larger numbers of humanities-(

tt .

instructors involved in one or more Project activitie s, the participation'
,

of faculty akd staff from nop=humanities areas remains.limited:. This may
. .

be because the.participation4O'F_ most of the Occupational Liaisons and

C.anMunity Services Coordinators remains 'quite minimal: Except for the .

1 f .

institutidhal"workshops.and the Humanities '81 ConferencetLre have not

#
,

been manylactiviliesin which they Kaye become.involved.
. . .

If- A third problem area is the difficulty in building in follow-up

sessions and activities for the initial workshop4. 'Campus personnel have

, not been able to schedule follow-6p sessions, and there have been few follow-

.. .

upoaetivities; Perhaps the,State Consultants Registry will enable campusiis.

. 4 .

. ,

,.
.. ..- . .

1,

to call upon faculty who can provide further assistance and support. in order .
. .

.

to'work on a strategy ('r idea'presented in a workshop. -
....-4

. , .

Many of the participants feel that problems with'the Project have.
.

O

AP-

arisenjOecause.of the curreht fiscal crisis in the state. The legislatufT
, 4 alke . e

A
.

has said that each college will only be funded for so many gtudente. In

. .

....... ...)

effect, this puts a cap on enrpTlments. The question is how'to reconcile-
,

1

-- :the enrollment cap with the Projett Ioal Of recruiting more students into ,.
.

- . .

,

humanities courses. Each coliege'has alstkbeen prced to cut,its:bLidget-

.
..........-- ,

. -.

'by 15 percent in the last 14 months. The first round of cuts was-mainly I
II

.

'in areas other than the humanitiet-But itappears,that the next round will

,

effect 'the'humanities and so the I6als-o. the Trdject: Perhaps the .mosti.

serious effect of the fiscal CriSl?has beekto divert attention and energy"
. .

away from the Prdject. With these weighty concerns; faculty members and

f

4dministrators have npt be en able to concentrate on Project goals and

activities to the-extent that they Might hayeunCier other more favorable

circumstances.

9 11.
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Activities, october 1, 1981 - September 30, 1982

The Assisting Agency's activities during the third year bf the Project

will be to continue the-gener6Fassistance by working with the-Project staff,
s

CorCGroup, Facilitators, 6nd-concerned campus-level people. Center staff
, A

.will attend pertinent meetings, visit campuses, neview7propbsals emaliating

from the campuses, advise on neW actiAties, and bring in ideas and people

who can help revitalize, the humanities at the Colleges Additional activities

will include': conducting the student survey; abalyzing the data from that

survey and disseminating the findings; reviewing curriculum and enrollments
4'

to examine changes between Fall, 1979, and F411, 1981; disseminating the

activities and products of the Project; conducting workshops and holding

.
\

,meetings with individual campus groups .\ The Center will continue to keep'

records.of the various activities and in erventions and the objectives

that they are inten to achieve:, Thisdinformation will provide -the basis

for the final-evaluation.
4411,

Surveys
.
The student survewill be administered on '4,yember 18th po students

f a4

in a sample of approximately 400 course sections meeting during the 10 a.m.

and the 7 p.m. hour. enter staff will analyeAhe surveys, report on the

findfngs,and disseminate the results to the Card Group and to campus groups

throughout the state. If some institutions are interested in using a,

community survey to provide information onoff-campus humanities events

* and activities, Center staff will be happy to work with them: Training '

sessions can be held, for campus personnel on developing surveys, administehng

them', and utilizing the data yielded.

1.111..11..111..dailMIIIMillYIMV.111.11111111111.1111111.1.11111
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Workshops

Two workshops on Forming and Using Lay Advisory ComMittees to the

humanities have been scheduled for-late October. One will be' at Wenatchee

'Valley on October 27. RaridY Beckwith will discuss with faculty the

e}

e

,
, _

activities of Och coMmittees and thebenefitstto be gained by establishing
.,...) .

.

. one,, and the videotape describing the experiences' of Clark, ,Shoreline, ariS-

1

Olympic will; be shown. A_ second workshop will bt heldat North Seattle
Ai

Community college' on October 29 where Randy Beckwith and Polly Zanetta

will provide information on existing committees., and assist the/Rivision in

OnitialiPlanni9g for the establishment of a support and advocacy group. A .

A
third workshop on this topic has been scheduled for. November 4 at Green

River tcOmmunity College.'

As a follow-up activity to the very successful all-day workshop on

competency-bAed interdisciplinary.hmancties courses, the Center has asked

Louis Schlegel to prepare a videotape presentation:on Valencia's instructional

a pprOach . The 'presentation will 1 include: how to structure an interdisciplinary

'course; examples of student papers and assignments; and, methods of taking

students from their entry-level skills to the desired competencies. A'

°

Workshop built around the videotape,and the written materials and books

from Valencia will provide faculty with an excellent basis for adapting this

approach to their own situation. Center staff will be happy to provide

'further assistance to thbse institutions interested in such a training

workshop.

Th&number of workshops that,will be held during the rd year and

the formatwill depdnd on the efforts of people at the various:campuses.,
N%

Tre'y'inust make the necessary arrangements and turn out' an audience. The

person.who assumes the major ,responsibility for organizing .a workshop ,may be

4.
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the Facilitator, another member ofthec,campus team, or an interested

faculty member, but someone on the camp must. do it. The Center will

provide assistance and-support to the individual and campus hOsting the workshop;

but the actual planning for the session; the inviting of atteniides and the
. .

initiative to spons1or ft rests with campus staff, We anticipate several

..4 °

successful workshbps during the year.

Dissemination

During the third year Project Reports on activities, workshops, and

survey findings will be disseminated to key people on
d

each campus.
.

n
Materi ls emanating frodi thePioject will be presented anddistributed.at

onal:meetings and-conferences. An effort will be made to publicize

- those approaches and products that have the potent) ail of being used on

other campuses. This will be accomplished through articles in professional

joUrnals(ind publicatipns and through Pretentations at various meetings.

A number of presentations regarding humanities activities in 'Wlashington's

community colleges have%been scheduled as part a.f the CCHA Western

Division Fall Conference in San Francisco N;;;;Ier 20-21. Reports to

national conferences will alsb be made, e.g., at the Annual Convention of

AACJC in April, 1982.

Evaluation

Center staff will cpntinue to evaluate the Project's organization pro-
N.Q

cedures,,actiflties, and progress. Documentation on the different activities

and interventions initiated by each campus will be maintained idorder to

ascertain whicArategies seem.successful and_which can be replicated on

other campuses. Stremths,and weakne4es- f a statewide project will be

examined aqd an effoi.t will be made to identify'those factors that are

'ast salient in.contributing to a revitalization of the humanities'in.two-
.

0

yeai° colleges.

. 4



APPENDIX A

DRAFTe
11/17/80

WASHINGTON HUMANITIES PROJECT --(NAME OF) COMMUNITY COLLEGE /COMMUNITY SURVEY
I

The humanities may be defined as anthropology, art, cultural geography,

ethnic-studies:, foreign languages, history, law/government, liberal arts,
literature, music, philosophy,religious.stUdies, social studies, and theateri''

film. Communities can play a major role in strengthening these areas. Indeed,

many activities that are related to the chuManities are-geperated by community

involvement-t. for example, art exhibits, theater, musical presentations, book

,study groups, forums on political-or 'social issues.

to .

This survey is parrof A Nat ional Endowment for the Humanities sponsored

project.to revitalize the humanities in Washington's community colleges. Its

purpose is ta learn more about humanities activities that are'available in the

community, grOups that participate in these activities, the role of individual
personnel ,..,anst thelationship between the various programs'ind the community

college: Thank you for responding to each item-to the best of your ability.

..1. With what inttitution er organization are you affi liated?'

2.. Wharls your primarYpositien?

a. Community'erOce director or staff person

b. Community Co)lege.Continuing Education Director

c. Community school staff person

d. Museum or gallery,staff member

.e. Theatrical group member

f. Symphony, choral, or Other musical group staff member

g. City'or county librarian

h. Four7year college staff member

i. High schobt staff member

j. Parks and Recreation Department staff member

. .

k. Director of a church sponsoredgroup

1. MeMber of a civic organization

m. Member of a community interest group (,

n. YWCA/YMCA staff member

o. Reporter or staff peton for a local: radio or TV station

p. Book or-record shop owner-

q." Other (please specify)

.I5



: l ,, lo

3. Have yoU ever been-iavolVed.in:
p ,Yes No

a. Designing and/or presenting k humanitiei related event -- e.g., .

communityforum, artShow;Iheatrical ftesentattbn?

. Working with'the college community.erVice division to .°

present humanities non-credit courses and:activities
lectures, special performances)?

c. Jointly 'planning and sponsoring humanities activitiet with
other coin agencies'or.groups (i.e., libraries, museum)?

d. 0esignin materials to promote the humanities (i.e.,
brochurei,*poster§, and flyers)?

.
.

.
.

e. Developing a cooperative educational program between
businesslor agencies in-the.community and humanities de-
partmenti (i.e., art students with an art association
group, politidal science students.ovit4 campaign office)?

4 i.....r.,--

f, Seeking support to establish.scholakttps and internships
..for students in the huthanities at the'cOmmunity college?

g. Util izing the campus or public media to publicize special
humanities activitiesand'programs?

. Other (please specify)

O

4.1

I--

O

f

.1 6

`%.
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A ,

4. To the,best of your ability please indicate the number of,aCtivities
that are off-r0 in the area serviced by your community college.

sw-

a. Art exhibits

b; Theater/Drama-Presentetions.
g, ,

c. Poetry readings'

d. Musical performances (recitals,
popular concerts, operas)

1 2 3 4. or more

e. Dance ,performances 0

del
f. Artist-in-residence

g. Film series

h. Forum on a humanities- related
issue

O

4. Conference on the humanities

j. Historical or period celebration
(i.e., Renaissance Fair,,

1 County Centennial)

k.. Humanities open house

1. 'Tour of lbcal cultural facil7
.. ides (i.e., architectural or

historical sites)

m. Activities highlighting a par-
ticular ethnic grou(i.e., Black
Culture.Week,tAsian Culture Week).- ,

A

n. Other(please,specify)

fr

17
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Which of the following agencies or organizations have you worked with to
Present a humanities - related - activity? With which of these would you like,'

to present an activity? Please mark column A andB where appropriate.

A
Have 'Would like

Worked to Work

a. City, Campus, or.County LibrarA..13

b.. Senior Citizen.Centers or Homes

C. Local Art Council, Art Society, Museum or
Gallery

d. Drama or Theatrical Group

e. -Musical Group (Symphony, Choral Society)

f.. Community Interest Groups (i.e., historical
society, literary, travel)

g. Parks and RecreationDepartment

ti. (name, of )Community College

i. Local/Schools (higll schools, colleges;

universities)

',J. Schools out of the area

k. YWCA /YMCA, Church, Synagogue

1. Civic Organiiatiop (i.e., Kiwanis, Chamber
of Commercb)

m, Local Radio Station or T:1. Station

.n. Local Bookstores, Record Stores
.

o.- Other Commercial 5roups (i.e.,.banks,.shopping
centers)

p, Audit9riumCor Large Capacity Facilities

q. Iolitical Organizations

ImmomemImfr,

C

A

r. Other .(please pecify)

iv

1 -



6 What would it take to involve you in a prqject that is devoted to advancing
the humans s? Check all that apply. k

4- Clerical help 1

b: Financial support

c. Promotion by theLmegia,

d. Evidence of interest on the part-of colleg'e. students
or members of the commqpity 1

e. Cooperation from other community groups
Or agencies

f,. Recognition by the college or the 'community -

g. Involvement of colleagues or friends

h. Y am not able to become involved in such
activities

z-

i. Other (please specify)

Thank you very much for completing- this_survey.

a

tIt'V-

ft

rt.

'
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evu
Comity 1fl1
College

WE WANT TO KNOW!!!!!

Would you please take a moment and fill out this questionaire?
Please plasm this Fad in the box provided in the Lobby.

1, THANK YOU AND ENJOY THE SHOW!

Are you a BCC student? Yes_ No_
0o you work at BCC? Yes_ No_
I n"which age group do you belong? 18-24-25-40.-40-55-65+

r- How did you hear abt/ut thii performance? ikssio_.: What Station

Why are you attending this performance ?.'

, How oftestdo you attend BCC Productions?

Poster: What location
Signboard What location 1' .:"
Word of-mouth.....L.Drarna

Chula requirement_ pleasure
Friend /relative of a'ciistmember_

Very infrequently--:.49nce .

All of the Algot prgducti6ns
. ,, -. Etiity time-there is a productIon... -

., 4 , . .

AIVIIIVA pun. mailinglist? Yes_No:
Plia)se liain ifie failissing: ..

s

Name

Street address

City

For what Other activity would you want to receive mailings?

Art_ Dance. Music_..:.Worisshops._-__ Other

Zip
s

a.

r.:
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In a time of decreasip-resources, all of, us need to aflaciate our organizational.
,
organizational.

resources as wisely v possible. As a public institution, we at-BCC/are conderned
that many of us may be competing to meet, the same.needs for the same audiences;
While other- needs go unidentified or unmet. In Cohtinuing Edvation, we are
particularly interested in4determining the need, for non-credit educational agivi-
tiesythin the greater Eastside-community-which comprises our service distritt.
One o the 'problems we find is that there are very few-mechanimswhich help ui .

e

learn about each others' efforts, let alone do any planning or discussion of holds
we might better support our Community and each other.'

This enclosed survey instrument is the Pirst.step to establish such.a mechanism.
With it, we are working to identify the various tyPee of'orgairzations and' agencies
involved in presenting formal and informal non-credit esimcational actN/Lties for
their emplopies, meMbers, or the community at' large, ranging from an vhibitiOn
in an art gallery or a-discussion group to participative-recreation class, or
highly structured-computer technology course. With this instrument, we will also
identify'which-organizations. appear to or feel they may be overlapping or competing;
as well as which may'besinterested in working towards diMinishing,that oveirap.

By "non-credit," we mean activities not orientedior primarily intended to,ba part
a program leadibis to a degree or vocational GArtiqtate. 'By "educational

)33
ctivitY," we meal any.structured activity provided by your oeganizetion orgroup

wrch is intended to cause ,a change in attitude or capability on the Part of
participants. .

_ . ,'
A

_ . 4

-
. , i = ,.We will call you in The next-several;days ton set up,a:timp Convenient for you for

,
u

a phone interview.during.which the survey instrumene,will actually be comple.ed.
.

0 ?le A_xtake a few momints to look through the enclosed copy'bf the inttrumen
'

:),).prio to that time. J . .A.
... ,. ,. . , , _

We w fl be happy to provide you a cry off' the summarized survey.if you Will 50
indicate. when you are completing the survey form-,.We look forward to your partjei

. pation' in this ,study and hope you will. find the results of interest to your .
.

organization. , , -. ; , .

q

., . Looking forward to your participation,.
. 4/

,.." ..
', '. '"4..

.
.

. ..A ,1 , .

__ .,,_ ,
...1._ . .. Kae H tchleon, Qirector

'4Etleni an Continuing Education

1

. A

Klfieh

7

ada) LA.NDER HOLM CIRCLE 5. E,
BELLEVUE. WASHINGTON 94007
(200641.01M I

.

.
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COMUNIkliON-CREDIPEDUCATiONAWACTIVITIEt fl

SURVEY INSTROVNNV

ry

vl°
Please Indicate which categor ies best'descripe your organization. Check all that apply.

City /State Agency, .--

Private- Business/Inlbstry

K-12 School System

Private Higher Education

Public Nigher. Education

Private,Nog-Profit Organi-
zation

'Public Melia

\ Other

RecreatIcih/Athietic/Physial Fitness
. 's,

Social Service
a

_ , IA- 0 .

ctikoi-gictArr
..-

+.
i ,, !

.1,.......... 1 '

PrOfess)-ongl or.Pre-Ptqfessiional

Personal/1ntellecl2a1 Stimulation
. -

--.1 -

Financial iljthing/tOns'umer Education

Training

Avocation
9

""Vocational/Occupational trafning
A

01
,.1

, 0

2. Approximately what percentage of your total organizational, effort is,rmolved
in presenting educational Activities?

b

-

0%. 50%

10% .75%

25% 100%

o

3.. Of the areas listed below, which, if any, comprises '(0. or more
activities (check more than one if applicable).

o:your educational.
N.

4 s
Recreation/AtblaeiC/Physicf Fitness

t

Social Service.

Cultural/Arts - u '
- - '. . IL

Professional Or Pre-Professi.onal Training
....

Pe?sonal/intellectUal:Stimulation

Financial Planning/Consumer EducWon
.

Avocational

Vocational/Occupatibnal -ty'aining

4. For-whiCh age range are your 'educational activities4ridarily designed?

. ./
(Ages 1.5). (Ages 19,-20 Does Not Apply

oke
(Ages 6 -14) (AgeS-25=60)-7.

(Ages 1"5-18) (Over'60)
4. .

. 4.

44.4'20 -
J

..),

s

4
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-." 40munity.No6=Credit Educational Activities
SUrvey Instrument,' 2 .. -1'

.. ..
. . 6. _. 4

5. Are your educational activities generally intended for

members /employees only

embert/emploYeds and 'guests.

7

'membvs/employees and general.
public 0

the general public

other

'dots\not'apply

6.. .estimate the total number of educational activities slidnekred'or
offered by your organization during 1980:

1-4 25-48 241-600

5-1,2 45-f00.
.

13-24 101-40.
_

7. Would you say the number of your educational activities since 1980 is

more than '600

does not apply ,u

fairly stable

, decreasing somewhat °

decreasing markedly

, increasing somewhaq
4

increasing markedly sm

does snot PlY

V

I

A

4

8, Please indi ate the most frequent type(s) o&educatio al'activity offered by.
your organization: r .

exhibition/performance

workshop /,seminar'

/
2 hrs. -5 days -somt participant/leaddr interaction)

course ,(5-50 sessions of approximately 45 minutes orore,
-discussion, or activity modeli,

.

lecture,

becture.(30 minute-2 hour_presentation--liet.le or no aCtiiye audience
invotvement)

discussion (may hde ajeader but,- primary contributiOns come-from group members)

.

one-to-one sessions scheduled ona regular basis (such a$ private music lessions)

.

does not apply
. ,

)

other-,(Oescribe)



0

'!Community Non-7Credit Educational Acti4es
Survey Instrument 3

o \ ,
- a

,.

9. Please indicate the fee er hour ot i- tTuction which most closely approximates
your normal ir average charge to part ipants excluding special supplies'aAd*
equipment usage fees) '',

'.'

-10.

46012.
Oo you feel your educational activities overlap or
with BCC or other ofganizations on the gaitside?

"Ifo

-0-(No charge)

lip to $1.001hr

'$.4.01-- 1.99

$2.00 s 5.00

$5.00 - 15.0a

$16.00 - $25.1)?

$261 or more,.'

does not apply

I

One of our interests is to identify organizations Wering educational activities'
in areas which correspond to the academic humanitie We can define the humanities
as activities which utilize the study of any socief.is ' culture, history, or: '
artistic expressions to better define and under-Stall& ;he values of that culture.
and how th,x,relate to our own cultural and personai \alues,and life view. The
akeas listed below are sore of the activities hick 'students might discover
and explore such values.

sore
.checi$ any which our ganization has offered

in the past year. Under "other," list any activities", listed which you have
offered-and feel fit the above description.

local History
4

foreign language study

loer'formance qf dahce or music

art or draft exhibition
I bobk discussion group
study of other cultures pr
counri-es classes in performance areas of music,

drama, dance, art

Approxidately what percentago,of your total] Aducational activities (as outlined in
.question 6) do these humanitiesbactivities represent?

history or appreciation of art, music,
drama

very few

few

many

most

some all

compete forpart4cipants

r 4v,
". If Yes, could you identify the group(s) you consider- Your major competitor(s)? ' A

4.

. Does not apply"-
p

S



- Community Non-Credit Educational ActiVitiesi
Siirvey Instrument 4 .

DR*ft
Do you fiei your educational activities bVerlap or compete 'for participants
with BCC or other cirganizatioils based o tside the Eastsidecommunities?

No
.1

If Yes,, could you identify the group(s) you consider your major compet_it4(07

Does not apply

14. -Has youP group done any formal assessment of community needs in your area of
service in the last three years? .

\
A

.

.

- .$
--

.

,

-Yes but the information is' not available to others
. . ..-- . -b--

Yes, and we would be:willing to,share it

No

15: Please identify any other, community organIzation or group .you repulacly work with
in planning-Or offering your educational activiti s. This could be a formal or
informal process.

. Name Name

. Name Name

NOne

Does not apOly..

16. Would you/yoUr organization be interested in participating in a planning/ad,iisory
group to discuss educational program overlap and needs not being met?.

onlvfor organizations with whom we compete in audience and type of service

in a community-wide group which wotkid 'cover a variety of-educattonaf services
--7-andjudiences

other.(please Oscribe)

not interested

17. Which other organizatiolls would you be most interested in including in an
educational activtttespanning effort?

Name,

, Name

al

4

Name

- Name.'

25

t
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'.. CommynitNon-Credit Educational Activities

` :Survey Instrument 5

r

OitAlfr

161 Do you )(rim of .any other 6rganization or grdup whiCh does not-appear to be
in our study that offers non-credit educational activities?

Nd

. Yes 7-

.1f Yes, could you; provide the names and locations?

a

Name - Location

Name Location.

19. Wou111,y4 like a copy of the results of thit survey?

Yes

No

to whom should it be mailed?

Name

Address

City

§/1/81
_KRH:sh:
-111"

ot,

State .4ip

4 26

4

I
O

J
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Dear Student:

Your college, the Center for the Study of Community Colleges,, and the,State Board

for Community College Education are engaged in a three-year project to revitalize the .

if
APPENDIX D

V.

WASHINGTON' STATE BOARD'FOR COMMUNITY,COLEGES'
and

,

'CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF COMMUNITY OLLEGES

Student Survey.

. .

Draft
10-31-80

humanitiesin WashingtOn. This project, sponsored by the National Endowment for the

Humanities, involves all 27 Washington colleges and may instructors, studentsl'and

administrators.

This survey is designed to learn how community college
humanities courses serve

their students. The information that 4 gill provide is confidential and will not

reveal your identity in any way: It will not form part of your college record. It

will, however, help in planning,programeand designing courses-for students enrolled

in Community colleges. Please complete this survey q accurately as possible accord-.,

ing to the directions given for the various items.

.Thank you very much for participating in this important project.

1. WHAT IS THE NAME OF THIS COURSEr'

'2. WHAT IS THE NUMBER OF THIS COURSE?

'43. WHAT ARE THE REASONS THAT YOU,AREATTENDING COLLEGE? CHECK THOSE THAT APPLY.

ac,4o!acquire occupational -skills
b. To improve occupationaLskills
c.. To help Choose.a'cireeF-N'
d: To prepare to transfer to

a four-year,college-
e/ To develoP basic learning,

.

skills (forexample,-English,-'
reading, math)

f. To take 'courses for personal
interest

. .`

g. -NejObs were available.;to me
h. To 'get a basic general
,° edpcation -

'To:rfeceive financjal aid J 27
TO-Obt'ain'hiWtchool -4

certificate
k. ,

Otheriplease.spetifY),
,

et
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V

. 'A

4. THE HUMANITIES ARE DEFINED IN TERMS .OF THE SUBJECT AREAS LISTED BELOW. HAVE YOU

TAKEN COLLEGE COURSES IN THESE DISCIPLINES? CHECK YES OR NO.

Yes No

Anthropology
b.' Art history and/or appreciation

Cultural geography
Engi4s41as a Second Language

e. Ethnic studies
f. Foreign languages

'7 g. History
h. Humanities
i. Literature
j. Music history and/or appreciation
k. Philosophy/Ethics
1. Political science
m: Social studies (e.g., women's studies,

labor studies)
n. Theater/Film history and/or appreciation

=
116

owilo m

5., IF YOU HAVE TAKEN OR PLAN TO TAKE A COLLEGE 'HUMANITIES COURSE, INDICATE THE IMPOR-
TANCE OF EACH OF THE FOLLOWING REASONS FOR DOING-SO.

a. Need a general education course
b. Learn more about subject area
c. Increase my understanding of my culture

and heritage
d. Assisrme'in personal growth
e. Develop job related skills
f. Improve my communication skills
g. Help me know,about past and present
h. Make mm a better educated person g.

i. Understand people from different countries
and backgrounds

j. Appreciate ideas and/or various forms osf,

thinking ,

k. Examine my own-and others' ideas more
critically

1. Develop my own values and beliefs
"m. Understand that the instructor is very good
n. Appreciate artistic and/or musical expression

. o. Encouragement from counselor dr instructor
p. COrse.description sounds interesting
q. Required-for my major
r. Encouragement from family or, friends
s. Other-(please.specify)

4-) 4-) 4-)
C 4-) C
(CS (CS (CS

4-) .0 4-)
t 0. 00. 4-

0
) O

E
.

W E
CL E0 E

v,0.4

.11=

.11.0=1,=.

28 ,



a

-IF YOU HAVE NOT TAKEN AND ARE NOT PLANNING

PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING TWO QUESTIONS,

6. INDICATE THE IMPORTANCE OF EACH OF THE
HUMANITIES COURSE.

TO TAKE A COOGE HUAANITIES'COUASE,

FOLLowirip REASONS FOR-NOT TAKING A

a. Not needed in my program of study

b. Subject matter does not interest me

,c. Such courses are not important in my

occupational area .

d. Already had.sudh.courses in high school

e. Subjects are too difficult

f. Courses not needed in daily life

g. No time in my class-schedule
h. Other courses are more important to me
i. Counselor advised against them

j. Understand that-these-Courses are bqring

k. These courses require too much reeding

1. These Courses require too much writing

m. Subjects can be learned on, my own

n. Need. more information about what these.courses
could offer me

o. Subjects, are directed to people who -want to

transfer to a four-year college or university

p. Norie of friends 4.take these courses

q.. Other (please specify) .

*REMEMBE4, THE HUMANITIES INCLUDE: ANTHROPOLOGY, ART, CULTURAL GEOGRAPHY, ETHNIC

STUDIETJOREIGN LANGUAGES, HISTORLAAW/GOVERNMENT, LIBERAL ARTS, LITERATURE,
MUSIC, 'PHILOSOPHY, RELIGIOUS STUDIES, SOCIAL STUDIES, AND THEATER/FILM.

RS JO ITS c . 63
4..) .0 4..) 4-1
S.. . 3 L. . S.-

>s 0 CU 0 0
I. G. E 0. 4-1 0.
W E 0 E 0 E. 1I V) 111 . = o--.1

MIIIIMEN111140

*-

a

29.
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7. WHAT WOULD IT TAKE FOR YOU TO ENROLLAN-A COLLEGE HUMANITIES COURSE? CHECK

THOSE THAT APPLY. '

a. More information about careers in the humanities.
,

b. More information about skills needed to succeed in the humanities

c. Special,financial grants for students interested in the humAities

d. Information on how the humanities can help me solve practical

everyday problems

Knowing that the, humanities are Tinportant fol' later life

Understanding that the 'humanities may help with life's problems

Availability of tutors in humanities courses.to help me with

academic problems

Spedial courses to help me" improve my study skills (notetaking,

test taking, writing)

i. Information on what courses I should take to prepare for a career,

in ehumanities-related field .

e.

f.

g.

,' h.

j. Availability of special remedial 'hilmanities courses

k. Information about people who are working in the humanities

1. Appointments to talk with.people who are working in the

humanities

m. ,.jMore interesting huminities instructors

n. Other (please specify)

THANK YOU FOR COMPLETING THIS:SURVEY.'

C

gla

1- 30,

10,1111=,

.1



APPENDIX E-

Washington. State Board for Community College Education

111111111111111

.
411111111011

--',411111

and

The Center for the Study of Community Colleges

STUDENT SURVEY

DIRECTIONS

Your responies.to this buitstionnai re. will be read byi machine. It is important that you follow a few
simple rules: -

IP' Use a pencil - No. 2 or softer. (Do not use ink)
Make heavy 'black marks that fill the oval.,
Eraie Cleanly any response you wish to change.
Make no stray markings of any kind.

Example: 6116 Wrong

p Wrong

c Wrong

as Right
31
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IND 7

Your instructor will tell you the survey number a5. For how many credits are you enrolled this 4

for this class. Pleas* write the numberIn the quarter? 2

boxes and fill In the coiresponding ovals.
0 0 -. 9

1111
an P

cm 10 oNmore
7

4

110111 2

1

CID0
C=X2DOC=D
aDOCID0000 6. What is the primary reason that you are

attending college? (Mark only one answer)
MIIIIPM111

CCDCED

5

c:D To prepare for a career

cp To gain skills necessary for advancement
my, career'

=000
OD

0000
dDi:E=0

c=)00

0000

2.. Are you:

CD Male

c=:) Female

1. How old am you?

cp 18 or younger

sz:D .19 - 22

c= 23 - 29

CD 30 - 39

.c:3 40 - 59

.

0 60 or older

4 At this or any other college, hoWmany.credits
have you Complete/I?.

,
0 0 ,

c.) 1 -3
C=) 4 -15
CD* 16 - 30:0 -60
C=) Over-60

0 To prepare for transfer to a tour-year,
college or university

0' To develop basic learning skills (for
example, reading, writing, math)

O. To obtain a general education

CD To. satisfy a personal interest

7. How would you rote your ability in each of the
following areas? 'Fill in one oval for each item.

a.

b.

C.

4d. - Appreciate music

be
41Y kr° e

Critically examine ideas OC=:=00

Speak in a language Pop
other than English,/

Apprejiate art

h.

0000
0000

Appreciate theater and 0000
drama

Understand my culture 0000
. and heritage

Use enathemas to
.solve problems

Understand different
cultures

i. Read effectively

Write effectively

- k. Express myself in
speaking 2

0000
0000
000-0

oc:=O
c=s0c=c=

4' 1111111111=1

-fammIels

11111111111111110

.
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How many college ouries have you com-
pleted In each of areas listed below?

2 or
0 1 More

a. AnthropolOgy 000
b. . Art History and /or Appreciation Oc=oo
c. . Biological/Physical Sciences 000
d. Business o =so
e. Cultural Geography oc=Do
f. English as a Second Language Ooo
g. Foreign Language 000

, h, History =do
i. Humanities 000
j. Literature ot=oo
k. Math/Computer Sciendes 000
I. Music History and/oF

Appreciation coo_
m.. Occupational`- Technical 000
n. Philosophy - Ethics ocio
o. Political Saience 000
p. Social Sciences (e.g., Economics,

Psychology, Sociology)° 000
q. Theater/Film History and/or

Appreciation 000

9. Why did you enroll In this course? (Marlithe
one moil Important reason)

O It fulfills a general education or breadth
or distribution requirement.0 it is. required for my major.

o To develop job-related skills
O - Personal enrichment/self- enrichment
O The course description sounded inter-

esting.
O A counselor or faculty member encoUr:

aged me to take this coupe::
s:-) Another student recommended that I

take this course.

i0. In this class, please Indicate whether or not you have done each of the following activities. Please mark
one oval for each statement.

In this class I:

a. Developed a bibliography or set of references for a term paper or other class assignment ..".-o o

b. Tried to see how different facts and figures fit together o szz)
c. Thought about practical applications of class material o o
d. Worked on-an assignment where I incorporated ideas from this course o o
et' Triedto explain the course material to another person o o
f. Vet with my instructor in his/her office

g. Received helpful feedback on class assignments, papers, and tests from my instructor o
h. Discussed my career plans and ambitions with my instructor O C=

_}
i. Spent at least five hourior more writing g paper for this class . o o
j. Asked my instructor for help to improve my writing I . o o
k. Discussed ideas for aterrh paperV Other class projects with my instructor 4 ... 0 0

I -

L Related course readings to'my personal experiences , 0 '' -CO
't ,

m. Thought, about some of the political, religious, sociological, and/or economic
meanings of something I read o 0 ci.,

.1. 33 %
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_ For eachl4f the following areas in which yOu HAVE NOT taken courses, please mark the one
most important reason.

Ait/f4sic/Theater

.Foreign Languages

0
o

0
o

0
CO

0
cp

Literature/Humahities/PiiilosOphy 0 0 0 0
Mathematics '0 o O 0
Social/Natural/Biological/Physical Science 0 0 0 CD

, .
Political Science/History 0 0

Oe

. In thinking about your experiences at this college, how much progress have you made In each of the
following areas? Please respond to each item.

1;

I hay% made progress in:

- ©-
c=
0 #00
0±)

ooo0o
CD

.46

a. Acquiring background for further education in some professional field
- b. Gaining a broad general education

c. Developing an understanding and enjoyment of art, music, drama
d. -Understanding myself, my abilities, interests, and personality
e. _Understanding and getting along with different kindsof people
f. Thinking critically N

.vo

00000

00000
§. Putting ideas together to see relationships, similarities, and differences .... cD o o

"cDh. Le-ening on my own 0 o O
i. Expressing ideas effectively in 'sp'eaki « 0 Ct 0 0
j: Expressing ideas effectively in writing
k. Becoming aware of differenpoin$ of view

0o o. o 0O 0
1:.' Developing my sense of values , 0 o 0 0
m. Understanding social issues c= 0 CD 0
n. Understanding the social implications ofscientific deimlopments 0 CD , 0

THANK YOU FOR COMPLETING
THIS SURVEY

,3`4
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PROJEE7 REPORT #40: OCTOBER WORKSHOP .

Following is a report on "Integrating Lfberaa Arts and Vocatidpal
Education" workshop'held at.Shoreline College on October 16, 1980.- LouisA
Douglas., Assistant.Humanities Division Chairwomanat Shoreline, Dennis
Peters, Professor of Humanities at Shorelinel.Polly Zanetta,.Chairwoman,

Humanities Division at Qtympic-ici;lege, and Randy BeckwitOrom the:Center
for-the nity Collegestconducted the workshop The - session was .

held froth 3:00 PM to 7 with dinner includedas an integral.part. The
worksllop was offered as an in- service credit course, and over eighty people
enrolled, including humanities and Vocational faculty and administrators
'from Shoreline, several Ommunitypeople from business and industry, and a
dean from. EveretttCollege.

o Louise Douglas and Dennis Peters organized'the workihop,, se t the agenda,
Worked with Gerald Schot and his food service students in planning the Indo-
nesian Rijsttafel dinner, and are co- instructors Tor the c dit coulte.

--Denzil Walters, Humanities Division Chairman at Shoreline p Ined the session-
'. and welcomed the participants. Louise Douglas then intr ced.the workshop

( topic and each of the speakers.

$.

.

,

In her speech, "Individuals Matter," Randy Beckwith first outlined the
Centerrs research on the status of the humanities-An two-year colleges, and
the various recommendations stemming from this research which led to the
current Washington 'project. She-noted that an important finding from the .

case studies,at various two -year campuses was that individuals, through their
initiative and efforts, could make an enormous difference in-the vitality of.
the humanities on a Owen campus. Ms. Beckwith thensoutlined five strategies,/ 4

that are being used-by various individual% and campuses to integrate the hu-,
manities into occupational programs. _.

0.

.

. designing an interdiscip)ina yllumanities-course;
;',. --

. creatin§ a specialized humanitiet course targeted for specific occu-..
pationaj students; _ .

. : revising an existing humanities course so.that the content.i>tailored

4-.

for certain programs; d,
.

4 ,

. creating humanitieeModujes that,deal with,issues and content pertinent T

to a vocational area; - - _

$. preparing resource materials such as bibliographies, study guides,
study questions, etc. . .

..
-

:
. .

. .

Examples of the various approaches were presented and supplementary descriptive
Material and. course syllabi were enclosed in a workshop packet for each partic-
ipant. _ 4,

-

The interdisciplinary courses at several community colleges - Yakima
7lley, Hagerstown (Maryland), Brevard (Florida) and Saddleback (California)

.

.

J.

4
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Vandermast then outlined the actual use of class time, the assignments
givenvInd the techniques they-use to 'involve students in the Socratic met4od
She stressed'that while the instructor must know the historical period under study,
biographical- information on the creative individuals, the style and technique--
used, and the creative individual's impact and influence, the role of the
instructor ts not to be the dispense?' of this knowledge-and information. Rather

..._ the instructor's role itto stimulate students to think and to interact wish
each other and' the primary works understudy. One way they keep students
involved in discussion is -by increasing the difficulty of the material throughout
the semester./tudent:s

i'

reading levels go up in significant jumps as does °the
quality of th r writing; thus., students are able to handle both the increased
difficulty and significance of the works under consideration.'

). ,

8oth speakers discussed the grading policy for their courses. The
emphasis is on the students written workvand the grade depends ',on the clarity
of expression, the. organization of the essay, and the knowledge that it _

represents. Emphasis, is placed on excellence; and students discust modelrof
..., --excellent through eXamples of prior student:papers and their' classmates' papers.

The reminder of the .morning 'was spent answering attendees' questions. The-.
questions ranged fiom ways' to utilize ;the competency-based approaOh in such .

disciplines .as:art and music history and appreciation to the content, of Valencia's
advanced interdtsciplinary courses on. the 20th century and -the .classical world.

,
After :lunch Louis Schlegel .briefly described- Valencia's 24 semester hour

Interdisciplinary Studies in General Education program which brings together
English, mathematics, social science, natural science, and the humanities
through an historical framework: In their packets attendees had a list of
the 18 sompetencieS achieved °in bhe IDS programs and, a partial:. list.of materials ...

,

studied by students over the two year course work. alir. Schlegel es-,cominents-,
. ,

and the written materials provoked commentsa number of qUestions and colients.fronf.' ,. : .
participants. To conclude the formal presentation, Roberta Vandermast ill ustrated ' ..

, _ through examples the classroom techniques she uses to encourage students in
the mastery of the desired competencies. Another queition and answerVeriod.:.
followed, and then Mr. -Schlegel and Ms. Vandermatt were available .to meet with a

individuals regarding specific applications of the approach to different courses
and disciplines.

. .

From the written workshop evaluations, the session was considered thought .

provoking and very worthwhile. Two-thirds felt that the advance:assignment was
.very'helpful since it provided background material and because' participants
then had a first=hand experience with content...analysis.* interpretation. ,

Those who Criticized' the
, atsignment did- so mainly becaUfe they received` it late

or -because they' did not like- the,"Will, Titchv and Isis" Story:* Nearly 90
'percent of the attendees felt that the presenters clearly defined their philosbphical
position on the role of the humanities in a community college curriculum.
Most participants felt that the 'right amount of time had been allocated for
the "workshop; however, the presenters felt, hat at follow...up session on a second -

day might have been helpful:.. SUch schedulfng would have 'Provided 'attendees "some
time 'to absorb the ideas and 'then think about potential -.,applications to -their

.specific Courses/disciplines/institutions. While most people felt 'that 'the
sample unit adequately.,demonstrate4 the competency-based philosophy and technique,
comments 'indicated that some participants Would-have al:A liked sample units
from the adVanced courses and from some non-literacy disciplines such as music
or art. . :

,
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were described and the differences and similarities in each college's ap-Ar

piTach were noted.

Highline College's new course "Literary Reflections oh LivingiSu ering/
-Dying," Oakton College's "Medical Ethics," Johnson County's (Kansas) " thical
Issues in American Health Care," and language courses at Pierce College -(Cal-
ifornia) and Community College of Denver Were described as courses targeted

'for specifid occupational areas. Walter Coole's approach at Skagit Valley

was used to illustrate the redesigning of a course (in this case ethics) for -s

different occupational programs.

Johnson CoUnty's (Kansas) experience in designing and
'manitiet modules for' law_ enforcement and business programs a
ization of humanities' instructors as resource people for instr
cupational curricula were described by. Ms. Beckwith. The conten

Modules and the problems and success of this approach were tou

lementing
hir util- j
of n oc-

,

Polly netta related her continuing interest in 141tegrating the human-
ities and vo &ational education and teported on the current activities, in , _

this area at Olympic College. Following the September workshop,.a fatulty

member from business and one from huManities, have-begn working on incerpOr-.
ating humanistic issues into the Introduction to_Boiness course which is a
feeder course for the Management, Offibe Occupations and Accounting programs.
These two instructors plan to restructure thecourse and then use it as a-
model for redesignifig introductory courses in various occupational curricut4.

By videotape,iouis Schlegel, Chairman of the Humanities Department at
Valencia College (Florda), presented his department's goals for humanities
courses add the, steps by which thesegoals were determined.. He also dis-

.
cussed the competencies that students can and, at Valencia, de achieve.

through the study of the humanities; elaborated onyalencia's approach for
convincing occupatienalArirectors and employers in various:fields as to the

- value of the humanities; and noted both the tremendous amount of work and
rewards .in using thU,approach.

.

A different perspective rspective OR the issue o"values" was presented by

Dennis Peters. He challenged the position that the liberal arts faculty

and curriculum have more to offer the vocational than vice-versa. Drawing

.upon mirk experiences_ and knowledge of values inherent within different

occupations, Mr, Peters-underlined-the necessity, for a two-way integration - .

in ordert6 effect a'meaning'ful and balanced liberal and vocational'education.
4*

The-benefits that accrue, to both students and instructors, yithenthe
knowledge, ViewpointS, and values from different areas, are successfully in-

.

.
-tegrited were enthusiastically ,reported. by Ann McCartney, AssisIant-Human-
ities Chairwoman, and elizabeth Nowlis, Professor of Nursing. They deichbed

the geneSis and implementation of Shoreline's multi-disciplinary course,

"Perspectil on Dying." Originally, such a course was offered only in the

nursing .pro ram by nursing faculty, put in'response to student request the ..

,. course was opened,to all, studentt and pres nted in a team teaching format.

Thisconcluding- nese i t .merits of cooperative effort

umanities and vocational divisions.

45-

The workshop then broke into ten prearranged discussion and idea gener-
ation groups, each with an assigned leader. Two groups were asked to focus

.

k



on each of the five strategies for integrating humanities and vocational.
Each group member Wrote down as many ideas as possible for the assigned
strategy. Next, each member presented one idea from his/her list orally
and it. was xecorded on a large chart by the groupleadere This continued
until all the unduplicated ideas ,were presented. Each group then discussed
the listed. ideas. The groups sat together during dinner and continued their'.
discussions-Jo conclude this portion of theworkshd0; each group ranked
their top three

The group leadersthen shared.with all the participants their list of
ideai and the three that received the.highest rankings. After the reports, -
there -was some general discussion of the various ideas and approaches.

?Each attendee filled out a workshop'eveluation. The evaluations indt;mq,
ceted that all the attendees found the workshop useful, were stimulated-by "ow:
the presentations and by the exchange of ideas with-their colledgues, and
thoroughly enjoyed the.inclusion of the dinner into the program: Participants
noted that presentations by vocational faculty or deans who are involved.in
such integrattve activities, would be very helpful. They also expressed a
desire for more discussion time and fortime to begin actually working on

/'an' idea.
V

The workshop leaders recommend that future workshops be scheduled for
a full day. This will alloW for more discussion time and for actual working

ions where faculty who share an interest in-dp"ariicular approach can
.:tvgether and begin planning how to implement their idea. ,In.addition,

mareIlittatitional support for the campus organizer(s) is needed before,
during-allOtte the workshop. r

Another-workshy this topic has been scheduled _at Everett'ColTege on
November 11, 19'80,7'1m cr:people should contact Susan Quattrociocchi,
Scan 474-1241.

The workshop is being coriduaeCetikP3 of "Revitaliiing the Humanitifc
in the Community College," a'State'BOarsi.fbr4qmmunity College Education
project funded by the National Endowment.1V6A .;LNumanities.

)
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Following is a report on workshop activities durifig November 1980. Everett
.Community College held a'workshop focusing on the relationship between the

.htimanities and vocational programs entitled "The demprekensive Community
College? or Should We Rename Our College - Everett Vocational School?" on
November 11, 1980. BaFry Curran, Dean of Instruction, Susan Quattrociocchi,
AssoCiate Dean Vocational and Continuing Education, and Randy BeckWith from the
Center for the Study of Community Colleges conducted the workshop. The session
was held frdm 9:30 a:rri. --°3:30- p.m. with a no-host lunch included. In attendance
were sixty faculty and administrators from' various vocational programs, the
humanities, and other disciplinary areas.

Barry Curran and Susan Quattrociocchi organised th,e workshop and set the
agenda and format. Mr. Curran opened the session and explained to the attendees
the goals for'the day. Ms. Quattrociocchf was the seContl speaker addresting
the issue of vocational education arid the community college. After pointing

.=out how intet-related the college is to the national culture she then outlined ,

salieht aspects of:the Current culture especially those relating to the world
of work While many students. see themselves as "job seekers'' in line ewith what

- the job:market tells,them, the reality is that the-job for which .they are currently
training may be lost in the next .ten yeart.- Ai example of changes:Ms. '

r Quattrociocchi noted that 'white collar jobs but-distanced blue collar positions
_for the first time in 1976 and today there are SO million white collar-an'd 46
million blue col 1 ar. In" the next terf years 16 million new white collar positions
Wi 11 be created:primarily 4in` the technical fields The favored t tatus of
white collar positiOns is reflected and reinforced by the unequal salaries

. and on-job-training, accorded these-jobs compared.to those at the .bottom of the
labor market.. What does' this -mean for -community college ,students? It means
they need to lcnovehow competeave the job market is; it means they need more than c

specific vocational ski lls; it means they need. to be equipped with skills in
reading,,writjng; ,computing, ,and thinking ,effectively so as to be able, to .
Undergo _retrainin4, as jots canct the world' of work continue to change.

-

In her s'peech."National and-'State Overview of the Humanities and Humanities
Faculty" ,Randy Beckwith outlined the downward trend in humanities enrollments
nitionWiderand the:fact that in Fall 1979 only 12% of-iall 'community college
studerrts in Washington were- enrolled in a -humanities cqurse. With regards to
faculty attitudes. toward- the: huthanities Ms.BecKwith ncited some differences

-belween Everett!'faculty and Washington':los as a whole; Lastly, she emphasized -`
the-endangered status of the transfer-function and Op it the humanties in
today's-community college and the need ,to change instNction,.curric.Ium and
atterns of support if the cdllegiate function of the institution i to be

taned. Five spec-rfie changes- were-recommended: more interdis latt.#ary
o replace the -discrete four-year college parallel survey, type-colifte

rticipation by students in. humanities courses; greater .use of
ching so that the marginally literate,, students can also study



the humanities; development of humanities modules for occupational programs;
and the utilizajon' of community people as a support,group

for the humanitiesboth vis a,vis
other groups in the college and within the community.

Barry:CUrranthen-profiled the characteristics
of Everett'sistudents.He pointed out that only sik *percent of the students
enrolled for Fall, 1980

will 'return in.Fall 1981. -Participants were asked to think about the paradoxicalsituation*which results when most students do yot ettend_Everett for two years
yet _many curricula are structured into a two-y' -§equirice.

;

'Four occupational
program heads, Dave Utela from Engineering, EriclierrmanR

from
Electronics, and Jim Douglas :and Jon ,Harris from Food

Techfiblogy, Spbke_
on the.time constraints of students,in theirprograms.. Each said that while
they felt the 'humanities

were, important for their students, the requiremeHts
of'their programs precluded adding extra courses. They agreed that for
such students

anon-course type format would have to be devised.

4

Participants then met in pre- arranged disdussioriidea
generating groups

each with an assigned leader. The groups were asked to.identify
and clarify

the
factors-contributing to the diminution of the comprehensive community college'

and to the
growingolocational-technical thrust of, the community college curriculum:-

To copclUde the morning portion of the program, the group leaders reported --
to all

participants the four most important factors identified within his or
her group. A na host lunch prepared by the Food Service Program was served.Participants ate with their groups and continued

discussing the issuesraised during the morning presentations.

After lunch Randy Beckwith outlined five strategies that .are being used
by various

individuals!hndcampuses to-ifitegrate the humanities into occupational'
programs.

.

deSigning an
interdisciplinary humanities course;- creating a specialized

humanities course targeted for- specific occupational

\
--

Examples of the various approaches were presented
and.supplementary des-

Criptive material and course syllabi were enclosed in a workshop packet for
each participant. .

students;
. .

.

( - revising an existing
humanitiei course so that the content is tailoredfor

certain,programs;
.

.

- creating
humaniieSmodules that deal with issues and content pertinentto a vocational

area;
.

,
.

- preparing resour6e,materials
such as bibliographies, study guides,study questions, etc.

..- % .5 ' ' 4

.

.

I . ..

. ..During lunch the.workshop organizers identified the five most critical
ssaet that had

emerged.from the morning
group,distussions. Each grouvthen

,,,,

ddressed, one of these issues
:.-. Students, money, the technical cuculum.-'runch, faculty attitude, and designing new approaches and content:for vocational

tudents -- and considered
strategies that might mediate then

ma'
veegati,aspects -

t. ,, associated
with each issue:- Following the discussion tieach group leader,,

shared the ideas that had been generated.
. ,-

.
,,,

,

To conclude the.sesSion
participants filled' out both workshop evaulation

41
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form and cards detailing their preferences on what Mould be the next step.
The responses were very enthusiastic and indicated that faculty are eager
for such sessions and want to pursue the ideas Oesented.and maintain'the
interest that has been generated.

A follow-up session to the October workshop was held at Shoreline
College on November 25, 1980. During the afterngon faculty members who have
established junctures between occupational prdgrams and humanities disciplines
met with Randy Beckwith to discuss their ideas and various approaches to'
implement their ideas. Other instructors discussed with Ms.- Beckwith their'
plans for using a guest lecturer from another area in their class or serving
as a guest lecturer. At this time fifteen faculty from a number of disciplines
have requested guest lecturers and have offered suggestions on pertinent
topics.

Twelve Shoreline faculty members from the humanities division and the
science and math division attended a dinner at the home of DavidWrfght.
Randy Be'tkwith detailed the Center for the Study of Community College's nation-
wide research efforts that preceded and formed the basis for the National
Endowment for the Humanities grant to the Washington State Board for Community
Colleges. This presentation provided background information and led to a lively
discussion of how best to effe,ct Some of the integrative strategies at Shoreline
Faculty were concerned about the barriers and the logistics in utilizing modules
and guest lecturers. They were also concerned about the attitudes of their
colleagues'in certain disciplinary areas. However, the general feeling
was one of eagerness to bggin on a modest scale the guest lecture and module
format and to proceed with the planning for a lay advisory group to the

. humanities.

These workshops are being conducted as part of "Revitalizing the Humanities
in the Community College," a State Board for Co College Education
project funded by the. National Endowment for umanities.

r
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PROJECT REPORT # 13: JANUARY WORKSHOPS

Following is a report on workshop activities during January, 1981. Clark

College held a workshop on integrating the humanities and'career programs entitled

"Ways of Knowing: Integrating Humanistic and Career-Learning" on January 14 and

a data -workshop on January 15. Allen Gates, Chairman of the Humanities Division,

organized both workshops, assembled the' materials, and set the formats.

The January 14th workshop involved fifty faculty and administrators from

the Humanities and the Mechanical and Industrial Technical Divisions. Mr.

Ellery Wanless, Chairman of the MIT Division, worked closely with Mr. Gates

in planning the program and making the necessary arrangements for the all

day session. Instructors in both divisions cancelled their classes so that they

cued attend:

David Story, HuManities Project Coordinator; Randy Beckwith, Center Staff

Associate; and Dennis Peters, professor of humanities, from Shoreline College

were the speakers'for the morning presentations. Ellis Dunn, Dean of Faculty,

opened the session and set the theme. 9He noted the change from a simpler time

when people's lives were more' integrated to our own age^when lives'have.become

increasingly compartmentalized. David Story spoke on various aspects of the'

Washington State Humanities Project. He pointed out that many of the campus

proposals were directed at curricular and instructional efforts to integrate humanities

and technical education and noted some upcoming Project events, such as the first

issue of the humanities'journaland the
first Humanities Assembly to be 911, in

May. Citing enrollment figures from Fall .1980 which Showed an increase in ademic

enrollment and a decrease in vocational, Mr. Story voiced the opinion that, a

in Washington, the growing trend toward vocational education has peaked. He

concluded his speech by challenging those present to capitalize on the changing

enrollment pattern and to work together in'educating community college studsnts.

In her speech "Life and Work: Approaches to Integrating the Two". Ms. ".

Beckwith noted that in Fall. 1979 only 12% of all.the community'-college students .
in Washington were enrolled in a 'humanities course. This figure seems to

underline the necessity for a change in institutional curricular emphasis., She

highlighted the changes already in progress at Clark College and then devoted

the rest. of her presentation to strategies and programs that are being developed

And utilized'at other two Year- campuses.

These approaches, recently inventoried in a Center Project Report, fall

into tour major categories;

- designing an interdisciplinary humanities course

.
creating% specialized humanities course or revising an existing

humanities course so that the content is targeted for specific-

. occLational programs .

- creating humanities modyles that deal with the issues and content pertinent

' to a given vocational area

4).
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- preparing resource materials Such as: bibliOgraphies, study guides, study

quest' s etc. or serving as a resource person through guest lectures

.

Exa f each were presented. The emphasis was on the latter two since.t4ey

seen to be the most adaptable tOmany of4thbOccupational glrograms where '

already heavy schedules and .numerous requirements for students preclude the

et
additionof an extra course. . -

The modulei at Johnson,County (Kansas). and some of the problems attending

their implementation wetT described as was the "Dignity and Work" module at
Edmonds Community College and the Amalgamated Clothing and Textilb Workers
Union materials which can, be easily adapted for maw two-year college vocational

programs. Ins addition, several modules still'in the planning stage were noted.

The guest,lecturing formats from Miami-Dade.(Florida), Johnson County (Kani'as)'

and Shoreline College were described.

In the .third presentation, Dennis Peteri stressed the differences between

the, way the humanists look at the world and the way others do. These differences

can be seen in the approach towards Words,,towards measurement, and towards the ".

types of questions'asked. What is needed is a recognition' and an understanding

of these differences. Mr. Peters eloquently summed up how the humanities can

make all pbogle feel more humane.. They bring delight -and knowledge into our 4

lives: They 'are -practical in that they-help us understand how we got to'

today's world, and.they _provide a check against pessimism in that they allow us

to compare our world today with that of the past.In conclusion hestated

that if we ourselves are humane people,we;can transmit that to our students;

but if we have not becbme humane, then we will ,fail..

,Participants then met with their pre-arranged groups each with- an assigned

leader.. Using the "nominal group technique, the groups/addressed the following

two questionse. ',What can vocational instructors do to join with the humanities?"

and "What can humanities instructors do to-join with vocational education?"

Each group member wrote down as many'responses as possible and then each .

member presented one idea from., his/her list orally. All ideas were recorded on a,

large chart by the group leader. When-all the ideas had, been presented. and

recorded, each member then ranked the top ,three, and the collective rankings

were recorded ta determine each.grdua's first, second, an4 third choices. The

morning session" onCluded with each of the:Seven groups' Teaders'sharing with

all participants his/her grou0S top three ideas. Workshop participants then .,,

enjoyed a lovely buffet-lunch prepared by the Culinary Arts Program.°
,

'F'or
ssi

or the afternoon.sessiOn, one of trop-three ideas froth each group

was selected as the focal point for dis on. Again,there were seven

"vo groups, but participants cold move to the group whose topic was of greatest

interest to them. Participants,were asked t0 develop ideas and strategies on,

the following topics; logic and its relation to technical processes,:the worker

in literature, ethics on the,job, perspectives on the world of work, the

dependence of thehumantsts.on,technology and" vice versa; means,of fostering

ireater.colymunication.between humanities and vocational-techOcal faculty,,

and waysto. achieve greater understanding Ofthe problems and successes

, experienced by faculty in various disciplines. 'Again, the. ideas from each group_

'were. - shared with all attendees.



Each participant filled out a workshop evaluation. Responses indicated

that three-fourths of those present rated the workshop very useful or'*
--useful and 86 percent found the session either very well or well organized.

The most useful aspects were.the opportunity to meet with other instructors,
share ideas, and get-to know one another better. Other comments indicated

at faculty want to work_on the ideas presented and would welcome other
s milar sessions.'

4 On January 15th a group of fifteen administratorsand faculty met,with

- Randy Beckwith for a data workshop. T \demonstrate the uses A data, "Ms.

-Beckwith took the Faculty-Wrverand pointed out items where the'.faculty

at Clark College differed markedly6 from their counterparts ih the state as

'a whole. She then discussedwaysiff which-such information could help in
determining campus needs-and sevesai a tool in institutional planning.
Draft versions of the studentsurvey and community survey were discussed

. in detail. Discussion centered on what kind of information would be obtained,
from these instruments and how useful suchadatalTuld be to Clark College.

Opinions differed on whether Clark needed a community survey since
many of those present have close affiliations with other agencies and organi-

zations in the area'that are involved in humanities activities. Finally, the

consensus was that.at the present time there was not a need to use the community

survey.

However, the,decision was to go ahead with the student survey with the
primary objective of identifying why students at Clark do or do not take
humanities courses. Those present-suggested adding some demographic ques tions
and revising certain' questions to make them more applicable to Clark. The

group agreed that the survey needs to be administered during Winter quarter
if it is to have any effeet,in planning courses for the next academic year.
Therefore, the Surveys,411 be administered, in a random sample of class sections
during the last week*of February.

,
.

:Two other workshops on integrating
"
the humanities and vocational technical

training have been scheduled.. The -first will be at Fort Steilcoom Community

il

College on February 23, 1881, and the second will b at Spbkane Falls Community 2

College-on March 13 and 14. Interestid.people she d contact WilliamKrieger
or Steve Jaech atTort Steilacoom and. C; Bryan We t=at Spokane Falls. Other

campuses that,woUld like to holda data workshop and are interested in using_

the student and /or the community surveys should contact Randy Beckwith at the
Center for theStgdy, of Community Colleges

These workshops are being conducted as part of "Revitalizing the Humanities
in the community College," a State Board for Community -College EducationPrd4ect
funded 6,y, the National Endowment for the Humanitiet.
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PROJECT REPORT #15: MARCH WORKSHOPS

. Following is a_report on workshop activities during March, 1981. On March 11
at Peninsula:College, two presentations were given by Randy_Beckwith, tenter
Staff Associate. Fred Thompson organized the meeting and made arrangements for
a-morninvoid afterrfoOn seMljon to accommodate faculty' teaching schedbles.

.

'Nearly half of feninsula's teaching staff attended the sessions.

The intent of tnese meetings was to give. an overview of the Washington
Project and to provide faculty with sufficient information to help them determine

-.1 which of the Project's activities should be pursued at their institution.' Toward
that end Ms. BeckWitifirst.outlined the major findings and recommendations

- stemming from,the earlier Center for the Study of ComMunity College nationwide
studies in humanities _education id two-year colleges and noted Dr. John Terrey's
interest in the Center's work. This interest resulted-in the current NEH grant- -
the first grant ever awarded to a state system--to impletent various strategies
to enhance the humanities and to utilize the expertiO of the Center_ lb this
major effort..

2

. Utilizing the findings from the Washington Faculty Survey, Ms. Beckwith
then discussed some differences in the needs and interestA of Peninsula's faculty
and-Washington's as a whole: .,,,Survey responses by Peninsula's faculty indicated, ,

a strong needto attend more outside workshops and a desire to learn about
strategies, for presenting the humanities to occupational and career students.
Thereforekportion ofAach_meeti'g iias_devoted to am:explanation -by Randy
'Beckwith of the various curricul and instructional methods that are currently
in use at other campuses both in ashington and elsewhere to integrate the
humanities into occupational programs. The brief verbal descriptions of the
various strategies were supplemented by LQUiS 'Schlegel frOm Valencia College

,College explaining via video.tape the process and the philosophical framework
utilized in Valencia's extremely successful integrated humanities courses.

.
extremely

. The material presented stimulated attendees to ask questions of Ms. Beckwith
and to begin-thinking about 'Which approaches would be most appropriate to-
Peninsula. Leonard_Beil, the Director of Vocational.Education, felt .that modules

, and guest lectures on selected MI:dos would be well suited to -the needs` of
students in a number of ocCupatlOnal curricula and was, eager to pursue these
`ideaA with inteiesied-fiCuity:

At Olympic College on March.18th, Wvision Chairpd6ons and faculty from
the Humanities Division met with Randy Beckwith and Polly Zanetta for a workshop
to develop a student questionnaire. The Center's draft for the student survey
'and the version developed fgr Clark College were utilized as models. Attendees
were encouraged to suggest changes, additions and deletions to the twmample
sUriteys in order to design a questionnaire to meet the informational needs of
Atmpies administrators and faculty. The discussion centered on student ,

.

L 4 6
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sampling and using survey data-as a tool in determ ning instructional planning,

and the input from attendees was very constructive.

-

At the conclusion of the meetings there was strong agreement to proceed

with a student survey which concentrates,on identifying why students at Olympic

do or do not take humanities and social science courses and what changes in

institutional practices might encourage more studentS to enroll in these

courses. .The decision was to administer the questionnaire during the early

portion of spring quarter,to a random saffipi-eof students in morning, late-

afternoon, evening,and continuing education classes., Darrell Estep, Division

Chairman On Business and Engineering-Related Occupations, offered computer
assistance in tabtlating-and analyzing the responses.-,

r

Clark College administered their student survey at the beginning of March.

The results are now beingloanalyzed and will be reported in the near future.
,

During the current phase of the Humanities Project, the Center's major role

is to assist faculty and Administrators at the vari=ous campuses to initiate

additional Project activities. Facilitators at two other campuses are

organizing workshops in April. Op April 9th Arthur Cohen and Randy Beckwith

will work with Highline College's Fine and Performing Arts Division on the

_rationale and the guidelines for forming a ;lay advisory committee. Dennis

Peters from Shoreline - College and Allen Gates from Clark College will detail

the steps followed at their respective campuses in forming and utilizing such

'committees. On April 10th Mr. Cohen-and Ms. Beckwith will conduct an all day

'workshop at-Bellevue College-on designing and tittlizing a student and a

-community survey. The fbcus will be on using survey data as a diagnostic tool

and in soliciting from faculty and administrators their infqrmational needs

and;fhen turning those needs into, questionnaire items.

sf

et.

***** ** **** ***,* *** * ** * * *****it**le *** ** lelrk * *** * ** * * ** ** ** ** * * ** ** **** **.**** *

These workshops are being conducted-as part of "Revitalizina the Humanities

in the Community College," a State Board for, ommunitY'College Education

Project funded by the National Endowment fOr the Humanities.

.1f you.and your colleagues are interested in having a workshop on your

campus, pleaie contact Randy Beckwith at the Center for the Study of Community

.C611eges, (213) 208-6088.
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PROJECT REPORT-416:- APRIL WORKSHOPS AND EETINGS

Following is a report on workshop activities and meetings during April,,
4981. On April 9 at Highline College, faculty and administrators attended,a
panel presentation on Tay advisory groups for thearts and the humanities
organized by Linda Spoerl. .

To give the background on the lay advisory-concept, Arthur CoKen-summarized
the Center's nationwide research on humanities education in two-year colleges.

-.These research findings dacumented the plight_of the humanities and indicated
the need for community members to serve as advocates and-spokespersons for the . 4

humanities program. Christy Taylor, organizer of an advisory committee to the
LyricTheater at'Highline, spoke enthusiastically about her-experience with an
advisory group. She felt that the cooperative ne rking among college staff,
the advisory,board, and the community at large has n a very important ingredient
in moving toward the goal of a performing'arts compl on the campus.

At Clark College, a humanities advisory group has been meeting for over a
year. Allen Gates, the Humanities Division Chairman at Clark, discussed with
attendees the steps he took in forming an advisory group, He noted-that faculty
may have the following fears; what is-the function of such a group, is it an
administratively imposed idea, and will it create more work in already busy
schedules. He addressed these fears by frequent- and open discussion on the pros
and cons of such a group and by keepilg the faculty involved in the group's
formation. According to Mr. Gates, the value of a lay advisory group outweighs
the work involved. At Clark, the committee has served three major functions.
It has brought a fresh viewpoint to faculty-allowing them to relate to their .

subject matter in a new way. It has provided some outside resources forthe
humapifies program, and it serves.as an advocacy board both on and off campus.-

Dennis Peters from Shoreline-college outlined the process he and his
colleagues followed in forming their HuManities AdvisoryCouncil and the type of
members they asked to serve. The involvement of the members and their interest
in working with the huManities division in this innovative cooperative effort
is evident in their biweekly meetings and in the areas they have chosen for their
initial projects. The Council is examining the= image Shoreline has in the
community., they are studying the classes and offerings within the- Division, and
they are investigating the image of the Humanities Division among the other

. .divisions. Randy Beckwith concluded the presentation by discussing how the
advisory group at. Brevard College ,(Florida), Lord Fairfax Community College
(Virginia) and.Sinclair Community College (Ohio) had been farmed and the various
prOjects these groups had undertaken.

Highline staff then asked questions an raised their concerns about establiihing
one or more advisory,groups for the,Art and Humanities Dilisions. Panel members
responded to the questions and encouraged the Highline faculty to'call upon them
for adriznal information or-help In establishing a lay advisory group.
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At.Bellevue College on April 10, Arthur Cohen-end R'ndy Beckwith conducted

a workshbp on designing and using questionnaires. To bel n the session, Mr. Cohen

highlighted some of the Center's nationwide findings on, inanities education.

Participants then examined humanities enrollment figures by discipline for the

nation, for Washington, and Bellevue and discussed ways in which such data could

be used at the institutional and divisiOnal level.

...Ms.Beckwith explained the potential uses oTa studpnt and community survey

and with the questionnaires from Clark College.and Olympic College plus somT

other examples asked the participants to consider the applicability of these

instruments to their needs. Participgnts considered a variety of survey possibilities

and sampling. procedures and utilized'the opinions and knowledge of Center staff

in assessing how to match their informational priorities with the available -"

resources.

The cdnsensus Was to develop three instruments--a student survey, a
community survey, and an audience survey for cultural-events. A committee was.

selected to work on the student survey which will, provide information on why

students do dr do not take humanities courses, what students feel they, gain

from taking humanities courses, and what factors contribute to studenti taking

additional- humanities courses. The-conmunIty-suivey will determine what

other agencies and organizations in the community are involved in humanities

activities and how-to improve the cooperation between the college and those

other agencies. Questions on the audience survey are targeted toward two

important informational needs - -who attends these cultural events and how do

people hear about Bellevue's cultural events. Bonnie Wallace-Affman, Chair-

person.of the Drama Department, with the assistance of Randy Beckwith has

designed thts.survey and will adminiSter it in mid -Mai to the audience-

attending the Bellevue production of The Country-Wife.

. . .

. , At the Community College Humanities Assbciation's Western Division Meeting
on April 24 -25 in Los Angeles, Allen Gates, Chairperson of Humanities Division at
Clark College; Polly Zanetta, Chairperson of Humanities Division at Olympic
College; and Dennis Peters, Professor of HumanitiesLat Shoreline College reported
on different aipects.of the Washington Project: one session focused on the
processeach had used in establishing a lay advisory group to the humanities and
the benefits to be/gained from having an outside support group.. A number of
those present requested additional" information and materials in order to begin
planningor an advocacy group on their own Campus. In another session the*,

same people discussed the background and-goals of the Project, the'iMpact"of

the Project on the different campuses as evidenced by the campus proposals,
. and.the-role of the Core Group and the various.activities it ts promoting and

-sponsoring.
. ( .....

. ..
. . S
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Fa ulty and administrators from other Washington~ campuses were at the
CCHA ting, and they, too, shared with attendees the Project-related activities
at thei colleges. From the reports and comments made:by the attendees from
Washipg ,n, it is clear that the Humanities Projett has stimulated a number of
new strategies and approaches that are of great interest and are potentially
replicab e on other community ollege campuses. .

i

********************************************* **************

I These workshops are tieing conducted as part of 7evj talizing the Humanities
the Community College," a State Board for Community College Education Project

funded by the National Endowment for the Humanities. ' ,

V-----sY
t

. If you and your colleagues,are,interested in having al orkshop on your
campus, please contact Randy Beckwith-at the Center for the Study of Community

Cdlleges, (213) 208-6088.
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PROJECT REPORT #17: MAY WORKSHOPS-AND-MEETINGS

.F011owing a'report on workshop activities andineetings during.May,
I

1981. On My-15,''the-Center for the Study of Community Colleges sponsored the
largest workshop-to,date as part of the Washington Humanities Project. Louis
SChlegel and Roberta, Vanderiasti.Humanities Department Chair and Professor ofd
Humanities respectively-at Valencia CoMMUnity'College (Florida),-led a'fal.day
session on competency-based approach.to interdisciplinary humanities: In atten-
dance were some 120, faculty And administrators representing nearly every community
college in the state.-

To begin the day, Mr. Schlegel set forth the philosophical position Of
tneir humanities department. At Valencia the study of the humanities weans
studying the'primary expression of creative people. Students have direct
contact with the models of creativity rather than relying on secondary sources.
From °their personal Ind acts e contact-with-various forms oficreative expression
students develop universal or global competencies-_namely, knowledge and.tifinking
skills, communication skills, personal integration. All of these can
also be called liberatingsk Is" since they enable students nofte need
instructors aft-er they, leave the course..

A' number of values attend this approach. First, students can be sold on
the competencies because they see how such skills apply to work and life
experiences. Second, thee- initial selling is reinforced as students see the
progreis they are making and realize that,they'Are,-in fact, using and trans.-
ferring the skills to other courses and other areas Of.theiilives. Third,
using a.competencybased approach provides a basis for departmental unity. All

faculty know that they are working toward the,same goals which carry across
,indiVidual differences in instructional delivery and style. These goals also
,underlie experimentation and*provide the framework for designing new courses.
Fourth,.haVing competency goals has made it easier to train adjunct faculty.
Like mast community Cdlleges,.Valencia imploysa number of part -time instructors,
and the.problemhas been hew to ensure that students will have the same_
educational experience.. with a part-timer ashey would with a full - timer.. By

;training all-faculty in the use of primary, materials and in the Socratic approach,
Mr. Schlegel feels that the problem of a consistent. educational experience
has been.iolved. Lastly, this.approach makes clear-what the humanities can do'
-since the goals' are- tied to demonstrable kills."

,

Using the materials thatworkshop'participants-hatdeen given.for an
advanCe assignment, Mr.-Schlegel explained how they use the-initial atsiihMents,
on_lerspectives:--Philosophy" and "Will, Titch and Isis.'h He indicated how the
terms."objective,""§Ubjective," "imitation,s1 and "creativity ".become referende
points and that the structured writing assignments,' which focus- on quoiation,f
context, and interpretation, force students to read and think in ,a new and more
analytical-Way: .S.160 participants had been asked to do this same type of .

content analysis and interpretation, they could appreciate theskills.reqdired
in such an approach. :
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Nearly all.the evaluations included enthusiastic .statements on the

presenters.. Attendees noted Mr. Schlegel's And Ms. Vandermases abilities
to articulate concretely the philosophical.f4aMework'and the'spetificsof
their instructional program. The presenters' candor, knowledge, concern -for

students, and enthusiasm for teaChing were recognized and appreciated,. Suggestions

on how to improve the,w6rkshop included: presenting examples of student papers
and exams from different points in the semester, showing a video tape of a
:class session, having more smallgroup and "hands -on" activities, and holding
the workshop in a less formal setting. In addition, some participants felt
that the ppesenters.should.acknowledge that members of the audience may be :.

using techniques and approaches which facilitate the development of similar -.\.

competencies and skills in students.- .

.

f-,.,

':-Lhe workshop was viiiotaped.;gampusei may obtain a-coPy Wsending a'
,,..-..T. ,,,,,:,

reque and blank tape try'Mr. Richard Schutter at North Seattle Community

College.

-Campus, Workshop and. Meetings

On May 6th at Fort Stedlacoom Community College, 30 faculty and administrators
from different divisions attended a workshop organized by Steven Jaech frob the
English department-and Raymond Egan'from the business department. Randy

.Beckwith from the Center for the Study of Community Colleges and Jack Leith,
Vice President for Human Resources for Seattle First National Bank,-provided
two OFFipectives on the importance of integrating the humanities intooccupational
and career curricula.

Ms. Beckwith first outlined some of-the major findings froM,the earlier
' Center'studies Of'humanities-education in two-year 4alleges. Those findings

'indicated that the humanitles had-diminished in both curricular importance and
in.enrollmentOn the late11970s. rthe noted that the recommendations stemming-

' from the'research'underlfkea the netessity,e, devising new formats and approaches
which would be more compatible with the needs, interests, and schedules of
students in career and occupational programs. .Various strategies being used
at other campuses" in Washington and elsewhere to extend the humanities into
occupational programs were described. The verbal descriptions were supplemented
by Louis Schlegel from Valencia College-explaining via video tape the process
And philosophical framework utilized in Valencia's extremely successful
integrated humanities courses.' . (

Mr. Leith first enumerated the skills needed to be a successful manager in
business: Being able to communicate effectively both in written and oral

expression-is essential.. Also critical is vphilosophical-stahce that allows
-one ta look beyond_proftt_ and,loss-stateMents to suO_isSues.as the quality'of
life within-A4cOmmunity. Mr. Leith's view is that these skills--ai well as
otherscome through the study of the humanities. Moving from managers to the .

corporations theMtelves% he'forcefully articulated the role that the private
sector strould play in improving the cultural life :of a community and outlined .

, lltheenefits thataccrue-when corporations assumexthat Nponsibiljty.

The-speakers provoked a lively discussion among attendees.Auestions arose
on how -to_ incorporate. the skills describeeby Mr.-Leith and-the strategies
,outlined by Ms. BeckWith into:fOrf gteilacoOmIs instructional 'programs Facdlty

were verY vocal abouttheir.lack of knoWledge on the course-contentin other ,

-areas and l'ack of-opportunity,to share_their expertise -and goals, with their
Faculty.aisti'discUssedi Ow these deficiencies serve as major



a

inhibitors to stUdents experiencing aniintegrated and.broader education...
Capitalizing on faculty interest to share educational concerns and-goajs with
each other, several participants agreed. to organize a follow-up inservice
seminar to be held on May:27th. Three humanities instructors and three
instructors from business will make short presentationi centering,on hoW the
content and skills within their disciplines can help-instructors and students
in other areas. These presentations are intended to.serve as )6\basis for a
more_edensive faculty project on how to effect A' more integrated educational
experience for students at. Ft. Steilacool.

OeMay 7 at North. Seattle, Randy Beckwith met with Marie-losenwasser,
Humanities Division Chair, and faculty from the Division to discuss humanities
lay advisory groups.' Those present raised the following concerns: .did the
Division need an outside support group; what type of activities and projects
did such groups undertake; and.should an advisory group be formed for their own
campus or for the district. Responding to the above concerns and to some
specific questions, Ms:-Beckwith discussed how other campuses have utilized
humanities advocacy groups and that-in-all cases the - results have been beneficial
to faculty and the.humanities*pgram. Anotherlffieeting will be held in the.. fall where

le from other Washington campuses, who hive been instrumental in forming
a group will relate their experiences and views to their colleagues, at North
Seattle.

!

'Randy Beckwith and roily Zanetta, Chairperson of.Hilanities Division at
'Olympic College, conducted another workshop. on humanities lay advisory committees
at Bellevue Community Collegeon'May 14. Pauline Christianson organized the
session so that Humanities Division faculty and administrators could be better
-informed about the concept of a community advoCacy and adiiisory committee and
so they could voice their concerns and raise their questions.

. Usingexamples'of colleges in.Waihington:and'in other states, Ms. B with
discussed the process used, to form advisory,groups, the type of peo le sel ted
to serve, and the var4ous projects Undertakeft., Ms. Zanetta-provid a first7
hand perspective. She detailed.the.stept she and her faculty follow in forming

-an advisorY -group; and outlined'some of. the benefits.she'feels will come from
having an-outside,support group.

.
.

.

Both speakers pointed "out potential stumbling blocks the successful'
forMation,and utilization of a lay advisory grpup. One is that faculty will
react unfavorably If the idea_is_IMPOed from he top :down or if they are not
involved-in its establishment BUt it is'also. extremely idportanteto gain
administrative e-support and approyal for' a group early, in the planning stage.

A second problem. may arise wit members. Such.a groulneedi;active=citizens
who are interested in'the humanities. This does not mean assembling a group of
professional educators.dr professional humanisti sincesuth."experts" may PI',

. ,
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to. impose their-views and expertise itv the areas_ that faculty consider to be
their professiOnal. domaiyt. Lastly,; a committee whose members are busy and
involved citizens will resent tieing convened merely to serve as a littening
panel or to perform .a- r.thber.stanip

"-function,;.
An advisory.group needs to become

involved in an activity .or projectthat!is ..needed by 'Oar vision' but not .

2imposed or determined by it. °
.y,....

Among the questions raised byithe attendees werethe. followini: 'how .does.
an advisory/advocacy group .differ frorn,a booster.cl ub; 'sholil d its- major 4

function be fund raising; is it better. tO have. an-adVisory group 'for the - 4

humanities division-,- or should it'encompoi all of the liberal arts andi.thus
involve other divisions; what is the best way to identify,' community members" )
who Wad bie'sUterested -and:imilling:-to;serve; and how--scan the' d*Vision ma.intainA
the involvement of members on ''along -term basis. ;Ms' Beckwith and ,Ms. Zanetta
responded to;the above issues. -They alSo encouraged Belleim's faculty.to"o
contact others who have been in4olved'.wittf.humanities lay 446isitkry groups for
additional perspectives and ideas. While .some.of the questions reMenAnanswered
and.will have to be resolved internally.; attendees felt that they .now had'.an
infolmation.- base and could move ,forward in,p1anning for;4.advisory-.suppoit '..-
group.. ,

,-I\
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,.-Theseworkshops ,are_being conducted as part of "Revitalizing;the Humanities
in the Community. College," a S e for Community College Education Project.

the Humanities.funded by. the National Endo
.

,Tf-you and,-your coll'eagues-are'l terested in haviny, a workshop_on your_
caMPUs, please contact Randy.,Beckwith t the Center for the Study of Community
Colleges, (213) 208-6088..

ef
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PROJECT'REPORTI18: -SEPTEMBER WORKSHOPS

Sr ;

owing is a report on workshop activities during September 190.is

-s,e%'"Orr,September 10 at Tacoma Community College 20 humanities faculty members
- attended a workshop. conducted by Randy, Beckwith from the Center for the

.Study of Community'Golleges. The workshop was organized by Frank Garratt,
Humanities Division Chair, so that faCUlty could learn- more about advisory
committees to the humanities and explore ways that Tacoma could utilize
such a committee.' 1

1

\.

As background on the advisory committee concept, Ms. Beckwith outlined the
Center's earlier research on humanities education in two-year colleges
which revealed the diminished role of the humanities in the curriculum and
the:drop in humanities enrollments. ,Among the recommendations stemming
from the research was one calling upon humanities. divisions to follow the

0 lead of occupational educators and form a community-bdsed group to serve as -

humanities program advodates both on and off campus.
, -

6

Several colives 6utside of Washington have established humanities 'a
advisoiy groups, and Ms. Beckwith reported on the activities in which these
committees are involved. AeBrevard Community College (Florida) the group
assisted faculty in 'designing a new introductory humanities course and ,

compiled a Directorrof Community.Resources.. The Directory lists citizens'.
With background and expertise indifferent areas who are willing to guest 9

lecture or provide materials forhumanities,classes; Sinclair College's
(Ohio) committee has directed its'e*orts toward building wider audiences
for humanities offerings while at Lord Fairfax Community College (Virginia)
°committee members formulated general education goals to help the college
in restructuring' the general education. program.

.

- Three Washington colleges -- Clark', Shoreline, and Olympic--have established
humanities advisory' committees, and Ms. Beckwith discussed their experiences.
Seyeral key elements .seem to be impoetant in-the formation process. First,
at each campus, a few instructors and. the, division chair have assumed the
major responsibility for .promotingthe idea. They have worked to gain the
support-6f most oftheircolleaguet before submitting a formal proposal to
a divisional vote. Second,searlijn the' planning stage high level administrative
backing has been-obtained., Third, in-nominating and selecting members
faCulty have sought active and involved citizens who are interested in the
humanities and who have' the time to serve.,,

Turning to the projects that these committees have undertaken, Ms. Beckwith
noted that in no case had the diviSion'triedtb impose or determine an
activity Rather projects, had been chosen based' -en the divisions! needy
.andthe infhrests of committee members. At Clark-College the AdVisory
Committee is establishing a huManitteshonors program%and As organizing'
a speakers' eriesl. Comniittee members are soliciting outside funds to be-

55
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'used for scholarships and speakers' honorariums. This year.Shoretine's
Advisory Council will sponsor aseries of forums'on topics.of public,
interest;.one of these will feature' representatives from local industry
addressing the topicNO people with training in the humanities make good
employees." The Council is also helping the Division prepare its ten year
accreditation' report. Olympic's committee is dilecting its attention tp
increasing the visibility. of the Humanities Division among high school .

students and targeted adult groups.

A question and discussion period followed. Faculty raised the following
practical questions! what type of members should be askedtto serve, What,
should be the size of a committee; and what are potential stumbling blocks
to the'successful formation and utilization'of an advisory group. The

discussion centered on .Divisional needs and ways in which an advisory
committee could help meet thoovineeds.

, 1 ,
,

° Ms.iBeckwith then encouraged those present to decide on a course of-
action. While faculty were not ready to call for a motion-to establish
a committee, they did decide to continue the discussion at the next Divisional
meeting. In addition, a faculty subcommittee will be formed to do some
further planning.

On September 24th at South Seattle Community College Randy Beckwith
conducted another workshopon humanities lay advisory committees. Gael
Tower, College Transfer 'DivisioriChair, organized the session. To open,
Robert Beardemphl,'Dean of Instructibn, discu*ssed his involvement in the,.
preliminary planning meetings which led to the Washington Humanities Project
and voiced his support for the Project and its activities.

Reporting on the committees outside of Washington, Ms. BeekWith
outlined the:process the campuses used in establishing their committees,
the members that had been selected, and the projects undertaken. On videotape,
Polly 'Zanetta from Olympic CollegetAllenGates from Clark College, and
Dennis Peters and Louise Douglas from Shoreline College-highlighted their
experiences in working with humanities advisory Iroups: They also detailed
what they have found to be the benefits of-establishing a Community support
group. At Olympic, having an Advisory,Committee has fostered a stronger
Sense of Divisional unity. Clark's committee hisbrought new resOurces'to
the Division- -both intellectual and financial -and has stimulated faculty to
be-more'energetic and creative in their instructional approaches.. In
addition, committee members have become important. allies on political and .

financial 'issues. From the membersOlanterest in their programs and
facilities, Shoreline's humanities faculty now see themselves in a more
positive light. They, too, havelound some new colleagues and allies.
Giel Tower'scomments on recent activity by members of occupational advisory
committees undas dred how beneficial such advocacy can, be; particularly in
times of financi exigencies.
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Those attending exprested considerable interest in forming a committee, .40

and several people agreed to begin working on it. /Together these instructors
and Ms., Beckwith discussed. the next' stepsgaining/approval of some of the
other instructors in the Transfer Division, determining needs, and,then
selecting people to serve.

The next diy at a Transfer Division faculty/meeting the Humanities'
Project and 'lay advisory committees. were n thejigenda. Ms. Beckwith
outlined how South Seattle could utilize committee a summary of key
points from. the videotape was distributed She also encouraged faculty
members to.contact those who have been inv lved with humanities.advisory
groups for further information or eTP in organizing a grouhz,,

***************t*******************************************************44*

These workshops are' being conducted as part of "Revitalizing the Humanities,
in the ComMunity College," a State Board for Community College Education Project
funded by the National /Endowment for the Humanities.

If you and your, colleagues are interested in having'a workshop on your .

campus; please contact Randy Beckwith-at the Center for the Study of Community
Colleges, (213) 208;6088.

//

._
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PROJECT REPORT #12: INTEGRATING THE HUMANITIES AND OCCUPATIONAL PROGRAMS--
AN, INVENTORY OF CURRENT _APPROACHES

.

Miriam M. Beckwith

-Based on its studies of huManIties education in two year colleges, the
Center for the Study of Community Colleges Mbs recommended a number of inter-.
vention strategies. These strategies are designed to counter and.; if possible,
reverse the current trend which reveals a diminution both in enrollment and
in curricular importance of the humanitied. One strategy that Center staff
have strongly advocated is to extend the humanities through a'variety of formats
into the expanding occupational and career programs.

It isencouraging to see a heightened awareness of the need to integrate
the humanities with professional and career preparation at all levels of
post secondary education -- two-year, four-lear,and graduate institutions.
In the two-year college individuals and departments are utilizing the following
four methods of integrating humanistic thinking and content into occupational
courses and curricula:_

.- designing an interdisciplinary humanities course
- creating a specialized humanities course or revising an existing

humanities course so that. the content is targeted for specific
occupational programs -

- creating humanities modules that deal with issues and content pertinent. °

to a given vocational area. ,

- .preparing resource materials such as.bibliographies, study guides; study
questions, etc. or serving as'a resource person throughguest lectures

These approaches share two major goals. The first-is to introduce students-
to the relationship between learning to work and learning to understand man's
expression of self through relevant experiences. The second is. to do this in

the context of the time constraints present in-many occupational programs with
the-students' heavy,schedules and numerous.reqUirements.

The remainder of this paper will htghlight examples -- either currently
being used or in. the plannin'g'stages -- of the four approaches. Where possible

the namesof the person or persons to dontact for further information will be
included.

Interdisciplinary Courses

-Hagerstown Commuhity College (Hagerstown, Maryland), Michael Parsons, "The

_ °

°Arts: A Creative Synthedis".
.

This course, which combines art, drama and music,' has been taught over
five years. It is .now required in four .career programs -- business administration,
communications, electrical engineering technology, and mechanical engineering
technology.. It is,designed to introduce non tran JaNstUdents to the styles,
teChniques, and philosophies orthe humanistic dis iplines through films, guest
lectures, fiel&trips;and student projects.. ./



'

Abraham Baldwin College (Tiftoh, Georgia) Gary Roberts "Life Studies"

I Life Studies -is_a three course sequence in the hUmanities'emphasizing--
history, literature, philosophy, and writing. Instituted six years ago to
replace the geneial education requirements in hittory and English, the chief
objective. is to demonstrate the-relevance of the humanities to students who are
preparing-tObe technicians and middle level managert in agriculture or
agriculturally related fields. The courseis'thematic with. one five-hour
course devoted toeaeh of :the following themes.- natural rights, identity,

' and change. The latter theme itphasizes technology'as.an agent of change. A

-variety of instructional formats are used and humanities faculty, technology
faculty,. and students all attest to the effectiveness of the course. ,

.Yakima Valley.Community College (Yaktta, Washfhgton) Charles Goemmer
and Douglas Nott "Humanities EncOunter"

Offered-for the first,time in Fall 1980, "Humanities Encounter" is-a one'
unit course that introduces drama, art, musicand literature through lectures,
visits to galleries, and performances to students in the auto mechanics and
agriculture programs as well as other interested students. The course was

-conceived by the'chairMan of the occupational programs and cooperatively
.planned by hit and the humanitie&chairMan. Because it was offered at 5 P.M.
to fit in with the students other course times and work schedules, the vocational.

faculty not only supported \the course'but guaranteed enrollment for it.

Saddleback Community College (Mission Viejo, California) James Thorpe "Living

.A.lit4,Technology*,

This course will. be offered for the first time in Spring 1981 and will be

open to all students to meet the general education requirement under Life Skills.

It\involves faculty from various vocational and academic disciplines who will
provide an introduction to the history and concepts of technology as well as

a survey of the vocational opportunities and related educational requirements

in current technological-fields. First hand experiences with technological

processes (i.e. computers, optical scanners in supermarkets) are an integral

part of'the course as are discussions on the issues of technology and human

____values (i,e. privacy, medical technology, the question of life and death,
-.and the future of technology).

.Brevard.Community College (Cocoa Beach, Florida) Robert,Aitken "Introductory

Humanities Course"

Like Saddleback's course, Brevard's new interdisciplinary course will first

be offered, in Spring 1981.' However,the latter course whqle open trail is

targeted.for Associate inScience and technical students and will be one-option

in the general education requirement. The.course focuses on four major topitt

humans in nature, humant and humans, humans and the divine, and humans and

,technology.--'and uses a variety of sources for instructional material. A.

-recently! formed Lay Advisory Council to the Humanities provided input durihg .

the planning of the course and the vocational instructors support and endorse-

this new-offering:

Two otherAnterdisciplidary humanities Courses.shoUld alSo be mentioned
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"The Art. of Being Human" at, Miami bade*Community College (Miami, Florida)

Ors:-Richard Janero-and ThelmaAl.tshuler and "Mirrors' of the llnd" Valencia

Community College (Orlando,. Florida),Dr.:.Louis Schlegel. While neither course

is designed specifically for occupational students, Valencia's course is now
required in certain occupational - technical programs and others have it as their

number one electiVe;.andMiami fade's course-attracts large numb6s-of'
Ioccupational students. Instructors at both institutions haVe written their

own textbooks for the courses and the texts are accompanied by media presen-:-

-tations and by activities that require students to think and to write.. At

Valencia students-are told they will acquire specific competencies from the
course; .by the ends -of the semester students recognize the gains'tRey have made
in critical reading, critical thinking,, framing concepts, and synthesizing.°.

Specialized Courses for Targeted Occupational Programs'

° *Shoreline Community College (Seattle, Washington) Ann'McCartney and Elilabeth 4>

Nowlis "Perspectives on Dying"

This course is a joint effort by ,two instructors, one from the humanities

and one from nursing. Sriginally_the course w s designed to assist nursing

students deal with the-terminally ill andothei faMilies. However in response,

to student demand, it-is now open to all stud ts.. Both the faculty.involyed

Ind the students enrolled endorse the multi rspective approach and the team

teaching format. ° .

'Highline Community College (Midway, Washington ) Charlotte Davis "literary'

Reflections on Living/Suffering/Dying"

Short stories, poems, and plays are'utilized for the- emotional insights

and perspectives they shed on these .universal issues. Again, the content is

tailored for nursing students, but.others are invited to enroll for either

one or three acadeMic credit's.. Class size is limited to 24 to encourage group

discussion.

'Oakton Community College.(Morton Grove;'Illino'is) Phyllis Woloshin "Medical

Ethics"

Designed for students in allied health programs, this philosophy course.

Covers the' following topics: genetic engineering and testing.abortion, health .

care delivery, euthanasia, death'.and dying; and personal rights. Traditional

ethical theories are presented as well as bon-western views on the above issues

with'the intent that students will develop their own ethical criteria to deal

with these professional issues.

,,V :

st.

'Johnson County Community College (Overland Park, Kansas) Landon'Kirchner

"Ethical Issues in American Health Care".. ,

Offered for the first.time in Spring 1980, this/one unit humanities course

for nursing students addresses the value issues that attend the changes taking

place, in biological sciences and the resulting changes in the,healticare

syste.- Old assumptions are questioned. rolesand procedures are re-examined, and

means andlgoals.are re-evaluated on the following: informed consent, right to

refuse treatment; alioAtonl Suicide; _and_allocation of medical.resources.
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' Skagit Valley College (Mt. Vernon, Washington) Walter Coole "Introduction

to EthicS"

,
aN

After complettng a cote of fundamental .subject matter in tithe introduction

to ethics course, students can take the code of ethics for their ir intended
xAcupational choice and compare their own moral yiews to that, of the profession.
Nursing, law enforcement, and educatign students, as well as those in other occupa-
tional Programs,have examihed their.occupations' ,dode to determine which are

good on paper but not in practice, which are consistent with practices in the
working world, and which need to be revised or updated. Mr. Goole has developed

professional-ethics- projects for about 200 different occupations.
ei

Cerritos Colleg0NorWalk, California) Sylvia Hubbell "Spanish for Careers"

This Spanish course is indiiidualized for persons planning to enter or

already working in the areas. of allied health, law enforcement, and fire science.
The'courSe is offered both on campus and, in various off campus locations to
accomodate the needs of-people in these fields:. The emphasis is on the
technical language required in each of these professions.

Modules

'Johnson County Community College (Overland Park, Kansas) Landon Kirchner;
Sdott Yeargain and ,Lois Nettleship

A

Three types of humanities modules have been deyeloped and implemented for

the law enforcement program, nursing:program and business program. Ms. Nettleship,

a history instructor, researched, wrote, and delivered four classroom presentations-.,

on 1),history of the police and the political machine, 2) history of changing

definitions of crime,. 3) history,of vagrancy laws; 4) Bill of-Rights. A

bibliography for faculty, list of source material for class-discussion, and
possible student projects,accompany each topic. Each of the classroom pre-
sentations have been video =taped for future use by faculty iff the law enforcement

program.

Mr. Yeargain, a philosophy instructor,has developed seven case problems
on ethical issues in business. These cases pose real-life situations and involve'

students working through various conflicting. principles and concluding that

there are situations where it is difficult to choose one solutiop over another.

When used in business management courses, studenit seemed to appiNciate the

technique and the necessity for examining suth.issues. Mr. Yeargain also brought,

several, consultants to campus and interviewed them on'video-tape on ethical.
issues in nursing and business. These interviews are available for instructors

in,the two programs to use where appropriate. However experience now indicates

that the tapes-would have greater classroom applicability if the instructors

utilizing them had been involved in the interview` process and had directed -the

questions to the outside consultants.. P.

Edmonds Community_ College, (Edmonds, Washington) Mari, Hale and Barbara

Morgridge'"Dignity and Work"

:The first in a planned series of three,One unit modules was offered in

'Fall,Quarter., 1980.- The module, specifically designed for vocational students,
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examined themes in the American LaborAMovement through film, literature, local
history, art and song. Some vocational instructors canceled their classe,
to allow students to attend the full day module. Over 100 students attended
and 76 registered for credit. Six instruct8N from various :disciplines were
involved and a labor activist provided a Washington labor movement perspective.
In February the module will be repeated on two eveningvfor night students.
The Labor Movement module is accompanied by an extensive bibliography citing
fiction and non fiction works as well as films dealing with the topic. A

_number of works on Washington's labor history are included. A third module,

with different content will be offered in May.

Still_in the planning stAge-are a variety of modules targeted for students in
the hortic4ture and electronic s programs fOcusing on the concept of design. .c

These modules will prelentthe Concept of design in such ffelds as art, music,
computer programmingand airplane construction.

'Amalgamated Clothing and Textife Workers Union (15 Union Sciare, New York,

N.Y. 10003) Victoria Lebovics

While not a community college, the modularized materials dev loped by the
humanities project staff for their union members could easily be u ized by

a ty6-year-rcollege:- The films, short stories, poetry and accompanying dis-

cusgion.questions highlight two themes. The first theme is the slow, frequently,..
painful steps taken by various workers to achieve unionization_ and the changing

role of women in the union movement. The second theme is craftsmanship as

seen in a variety of pursuits and activities.

Modules in the Planning Stage.-

'Santa Monica College (Santa Monica, California) Barbara Bilson

Working with an instructor in machine technology, Ms. Bilson has sketched out

a series of moduleS featuring the machine as it-is portrayed in various art forms. One
module would deal with the machine in rt, another with the machine in music,

and a third with the machine in liters urea These modules will be targeted
for students in the machine technology ogram.

'Clark County Community College (Las Vegas, Nevada) Joan Doggerell; Big Bend
'..!Immunily College (Moses Lake, Wathington); Alice Milholland, Spokane Falls

Community College (Spokane, Washington);' CAryan West

These three English instructors are developing literature modules to be

.used with.different occupational students. Mr. West has the cooperation of the
business faculty'and will utilize literature selections where the content is

relevant to-studentsin, that program, The other two instructors do not intend 4

to focus on one particular occupational area;,jnstead they intend to use
literary works that will have applicability to,a broader group of occupational,

students.

'Indian Hills Community College (Ottumwa,.IoWa)David Harris:,

A three, week module on 'the theme' of "Change in Technology!''ii..being

developed.: The module will be utilized in.the various 'agriculture technology

5
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programs and will involve team teaching by faculty from-these programs and
instructors from literature; sociology, and religion.

Resource People and Resource Material

'Miami Dade Community College (Miami, Florida) Thelma Altshuler

Yr

By combining humanities classes that meet at the same time, instructors
areable to share their expertise and dialogue_with each other and with
students on topics' such as, "Hai does the design of a super market (other
building) guide human behavior?", or "The-artist as outsider "fact or fancy?"
It i4,_hoped that this guest lecturing/joint discussion format will be extended
'to include.instructors in. other academic and occupationiTareas.

Clark College (Vancouver, -Washington' Allen Gates "Faculty Interchange"

S

To encourage faculty to serve, as guest lectdrers, some faculty development

funds have been allocated to this new_program. Faculty-who agree to lecture

in another course are given a small honorarium.
, ,

'Johnson County Community College (Overland Park,, Kansas) ,Landon Kirchner
;

,Building upon the informal practice of faculty fram the humanities and
social sciences lecturing on a,variety of subjects in-their colleagues classes,'
the college established a seminar series which drew faculty from all areas of

. 'the campus. The series provided an opportunity for instructors to share their

ideas on social, educational and professional issues. This activity promoted

contacts between humanities faculty and occupational faculty and'led to the develop-
- bent of humanities modules for the law enforcement,business and nursing programsi.

'Shoreline Community College (Seattle, Washington) Denzil Walters, Dennis Peters,

Louise Douglas

The idea of faculty serving as guest lecturers in their colleagues classes

gained momentum through -a workshop held on the campus in October,. 1980, as part
of the Washington State "Revitalizing the Humanities in the Community College"

project. Faculty have both requested lectures and offered to speak. on topics

such. as "The Psychology of Change in Human Food Behavior"; "The Accoustics of

Music "., *History of 'Tools", "The Metric System" and "Pythagoras and His Cult in

Greece." The actual lecturing will begin Winter.Quarter, 1981. It 's hoped

that some funds-dr release time can be granted so that one faculty' ember can

serve as a catriptis coordinator to match requests with expertiSe a to arrange

the Scheduling of these guest appearances.
.1

416source Material such as bibliographies and discussion topics and
'questions are' frequently developed to accompany modules. tt is questionable

whether resource materials that do not Accompany or suppleKent some typeof
lecture or presentation would be used by either occ4ationar-faculty or students.

4

Thisreport.is one in a series of-reports being written as part of "Revitalizing
the Humanities-4n-the-Commun4ty-College," a Washington State Board for Community
College Education project funded by the National, Endowment for the Humanities.
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'INTEGRATING THE HUMANITIES AND
OCCUPATIONAL PROGRAMS--INVENTORY UPDATE

Miriam M. Beckwith

Information about other courses and formats to integrate the humanities
and occupational programs have recently come to the attention of staff at the
Center for the Study of Community Colleges. This inventory update will provide
a short description of the different approaches and_the name, of the person toi)
contact for additional.' information.

Interdisciplinary Courses and Specialized Courses for Occupational Programs

t. eChemeketa Community College (Salem, Oregon), William Slone( er

The transformation of Salem Vocational- Technical College -into Chemeketa
Community College and the expansion of the', ower division academic curriculdin
created a need to integrate humanities and occupational offerings-. Two courses

.

were created to meet this need.-"Oceansuandliterature for Technicians,:
, .

The multidisciplinary course "Oceans" grew from an earlier National
II* Endowment for the Humanities 7. fundea Course by Newspaper program. The goal is

to bridge humanities, technology-and science through the study of technical
.terminology, oceanography, art, music and literature all focusing on, the sea.
An-additionistudents from both the. liberal arts, and-the vocational-technical
division develop therlearning and thinking skills through the use of materials

. especially developed by the: instructor for a diverse group of students. $'

"Literature for Techhicianeis a non transfer course designed in conjunction
with vocational instructors for students in technical programs, such as
electronics and automotive. Many of the students in this class work et an out-
side job, have poor readihg and study skilli,ind have had a prior negative
experience with a humanities or.liberal arts course. While many of these
students feel that technology provides the answers to life, they have in the
past found humanities instructors who attaek the technologies in general and
their interests in particular.

O

Mr. Slonecker's approach is two fold. First, he wants to overcome the
negative attitude that such students have to reading and literature. Secondly,
he hopes to demonstrate to students the power that literature holds in allowing
us to gain new information about life,problems-, and ways to deal with problems
so that students have a broader perspective on their own lives. ife doesthis
by breaking the contentof the selections into small manageable packages and

working with students on the different ways that language is used to Convey:
an author's meaning.

The reading -includes, two novels, John Dos Passos' 42nd.Parallel and John
Godey's The Taking 'of Pelham, l, 2, 42nd Parallel is difficult reading but '
students find themselves vicariously, encountering a variety of life experiences

. and meeting a large number :of People with the'central .character. The other
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novel fascinates students with Its wealth of technical knoidedge. In addition,

essays, such as Clarence Darrow's "Address to the Inmates of Cook.County Jail"

and Jonathon Swift's "A Modest Proposal"; short sories, such as Isaac Asimov's

"The Feeling of Power" and poetry, ;uch as Robert Frost's "The Death of the

Hired Man" are read. 7

Borough of Manhattan Community College (Manhattan, flew York) Tziporah Kasachkoff

Through the college's affiliation with the'National Humanities Faculty the

planning for two interdisciplinary courses is now in progress. The Cities

Project will 'integrate "economics. literature, art, science and religion and

'explore how each contributed to the tities which became the intellectual capitals

of the world. In the "Frontiers of Knowledge" course the advances in fields such

as biology/genetics, computer technology/microproceisors will be-presented to

give students ln various programs a basis for understanding scientific and

technological advances and how such advances effect their lives.

-Collegeof San Mateo (San Mateo, California) Donald Porter

The "Technology; Contemporary Society, and Human Val' e's" course has been
.

offered for five years. It was designed to forge a synthesis between the

Humanities and Technical Divisions and to allow technically oriented students

'
to examine and reflect upcin the humanisticconcerns related to their fields.. The

course covers the following four major topics: background and origin of the

technological civilization,contempgrary technologies and their impact,

technoTogy's influence on thought and society, and a summary/conclusion which

focuses on the problems of controlling technolOgy and the prospects for "new"

technologies.

The course is taught by a political science/humanities'instructOr and has .

had a high enrollment each semester. It-has the support of faculty and

counselors in the :vocational technical programs, andTany of the Itudents,gach

semester come from the electronics and welding programs. In Fall 1980 an evening

session was offered. too, had a high enrollmInt attracting a sizeable

adult copulation in addition to students enrolled undifferent academic and

vocational programs.,

Anew course is in the planning stage. It will build upon the Technology

and Contemporary Society course but will focus on alternative technologies fro

a,historical perspective and through some contemporaty blueprints. .The second

.part of the course will example alternative technologi4 in such areas as ene

food production and transportation.

-Genesee Communi.ty,.College (Batavia, Nev., York) Margaret Williams

Through a grant fromhe NatiOnal Humanities Faculty several instructors

_first exiimined the benefits OfAnterdisciplinary courses and studied various

team teaching techniques. Then a'campus team designentwo interdisciplinary

courses. The first Eombides criminal justice and literature by exploring
pdftrayaisof-criminal_investigators in books and film. It willbe,offered

in Spring 1981 as both.a literatureand -a criminal justice course. A second

course, bases dn.the T.V. series Connections, is being developed to link ___

.history and technology. ,While offered under history, it will be a

recommended elective "for students in several technical. programs.

4
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Modules

'Genesee Community College "(Batavia, Mew York)' Margaret Williams

-The grant from the NationalHumanities Faculty was also the impetbs for the

development by various'instructort of ethics modules.. The modules use,the case

study method and are designed to be inserted into courses in business,

journalism, physics, and criminal justice. A second type of module was developed

byan art instructor. and a math instructor based on the work of M. C. Esther, _

This module has been used in both art and math classes and has been favorably

received by students and other faculty Members.

Johnson County Community College (Overland Park-, Kansas) Landon Kirchner

Based on their experience with history and philosophy pre-taped lecture

modules in-the law enforcement and business programs, Mr. Kirchner and-his

faculty realized that while that approach was a good place to start it had some

se'vere.limitations. They Are now working with faculty in three emerging

technical programs - Energy Control, Automotive, and Construction to develop

five modules with a thematic approach. The-five are history of work, the'social

ditension of change in work, the psychology of work, work and leisure, a d minorities'

and work. The current approloh is to design modules of varying length sso that
theycan be utilized at different times during the two-year program, epending,

on the instructor's needs and the appropriateness of the module topi to a

given, aspect of -the curriculum. By designing the modules for new p grams the

staff feels that they can be firmly integrated into the program sy labus; This

would seem to be a more effettive way of insuring their acceptan e by the

technical faculty and,students rather than having them displace existing curriculum

or superimposing them bn a course.

Additional update will be forthcoming as new courses and approathes are

planned and implemented.

: m\ .

********************4*******************4***********4,*****************4,*************,

Mks report is one in a series of' reports being written as part of "Revitalizing

the Humanities in the Community Coll6ge," a Washingt n State Board for Gommunity .

College Education project funded by the National Endwtentlor-the Humanities.
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PROJECT REPORT #14: FORMATION AND USES OF LAY ADVISORY GROUPS FOR THE HUMANITIES
--.

Miriam M. Beckwith -

One of .the recommendations emanating from the Center
Community Colleges' research on humanities education in t
been that lay advisory committees, similar, in structure an

Study of
ar colleges has '

urpose to those in

the occupational programs, should be established. Lay advisory committees are

needed to give the., humanities department a community connection and to build a
support,group to serve as advocates for the college's humanities program, both on

and off campus.

s' Over the pa4 few years Center staff have presented this recommendation to
administrators and 'two year college faculty at meetings and through publications.
Several colleges and a few districts have recognized the need for a humanities
support group and have either established a lay advisory committee or,are,in the

Process of so doing.

This paper describes the process followed by the institutions that have

successfully established an advisory group. The names of individuals'to contact

for additional information are included;.Approaches that have -net Worked but well

are also discussed..

Successes

Clark.College (VancOuver, Washington) Allen Gates

. .
.

,

After reading this recommendation in a Center publication,'Mr. Gates, the .

.Chairman of the Humanities Division, decided to try to establish an adviSory.

committee at his college. He talked about thisidea witti, each of the4aculty

members-n the:Division'and received both positive reactions'an questions as to

the purpose of such a group and the e ct it would have on mat e

be within their professional- provi e. By working with faculty n a:one to onet rs considered,to

basis, Mr. Gates demonstrated to the more sceptical instructors that :'such a _
,

committee could be beneficial to the Division and thus gained the support bf
, -

two - thirds of his colleagues.. ,

%

At an,administratively funded -ritreat the suPPPrOive faculty met, discussed

the committee; and agreed to its formation., Names of poteptfal members were
solicited with, faculty having the_veto power over any nominee. Eventually the

cpilege president asked 12. people (through an offidal letter) and nine awepted.

Then nine ijicluded a poet, city council person, physician, business woman,

lflor rtan, puppeteer,,neWspaper,editor, and a coordinator for` county human resources.

AT a knowledged, that the humanities had diminished in Importance in the community;

al mere)-eager to.hep the collep ,-reverse this situation'

.>

_ ,
,The college. pres4dent attended the first meetiWandWelcomed-the members

The first few meetings were primarily infOriptional with the Chairman of,the English

Department, who serves as the. Division's offticial liaisbn theAommittee, and

Mr..Gates_there,to provide niCesSary infoi-Matiowand:to answer-the committee's

questions. Ile '64ffttteb-lecidedto-undertae a project to develop a humanities

'
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honors program to insure thg...maintenance of quality humanities offerings and to

encourage and attract high%Mber students. The committee now meets quarterly
and their glans are to institute the,honors program in 1982 to coincide with the
college's 10th anniversary celebration.

revard Community College (Cocoa, Florida) -- Robert Aitken

- The suggestion to form a humanities advisory grdup was'made bthe National
Endowment for the-Huamanities donsultant to various members of the humanities
program as part of a consultancy grant during Fall 1979. Mr Aitken, Chaihnan of
the Division of Liberal 'Arts, spoke individually to faculty-members;'explained
the purpose of suth a group; assured them that, it would not infringe on the -

-faculty perogatives:of tureiculum and instruction; and gained' heir support prior 1

to meeting formally as'a Division and approving the establishment of an advisory.
group. ,

ThroUgh faculty and people in the community 25 individuals were indentified
as potential council members. All were contacted, and twenty agreed to

participate. Two basic criteria were followed in the nomination pro "cess; all
areas of the county should be represented, and the nominees should be enthusiastic
individuals who would have the. time and interest to serve for a one-year term
.with the possibility of reappointment for subsequent terms. Although faculty
members are not official Council members, they are invited to meetings to provide
information and to observe. The college has representative on the Council, who

helps the Chairman develop the agenda, assists in the necessary arrangements, -
and is the official liaison between the college and the Council.

O

Because of the size of the Council and the difficulty of finding a meeting'
time'suitable for all ambers, a steering comallitee was formed.. This )group
meets more frequently and bringl the results of its sessions to the entire Council

for final 'decisions.

At the initial - meeting,.a summary of the possible ebtle and responsibilities

of an HuManities Adlisory Council was preiented to the new members. Those roles

were adopted with only minor changes;

,

BREVARD COLLEGE'S HUMANITIES ADVISORY COUNCIL ROLES

-

- To assist in evaluating and reshaping the humanities program

of the college. ,

.

' - To assist in explorig opportunities for cooperative .

humanities offerings with other departments of the college

as well as with'other'agenciessinthe community.

- To develop a.pool of community people who could act aS program
leaders and resource persons for humanities activities.

- To assist in enhancing communy interest in the humanities.

- To provide channels and suggestion the use of-college ik
.humanists as community scholars on a professional. consultant
,basis.
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H.To be an adVocate board in favor of humanities education, ,
.

_ ..
\ .0,--.

jod 4-Jo advise the huManities faculty-and students on job
, .. f

development end placement opportunities.
t

. . .

- To alert the college to specific community needs.

- To provide assistance in finding external funding lor the
humanities,.

- To provide a continuing. forum for defining the issues,uses,

4 'purposei, and .application of the humanities in individual,
corporate and,civic life and forimproving the quality of
'life of residents in the area.

. -
0

For its firstproject, the Council decided to assist the-Humanities
11W/ision in the planning of the proposed new introductory humanities, course:_
Mr. Aitken reported that the involvement of the Council in the construction
fthe new course has beemeXtremely beneficial. The members' ideas on

° teaching strategids and on possible materials and resources have allowed the
ivision to consider perspectives that heretofore had not been possible,- In

Mr.-Aitken's words, "The Advisory Council is the best-thing to happen to the
.humariitieslai Brevard College."

Shoreline Community College (Seattle, Washington) -- Denzil Walters, Dennis-Peters,
and Louise Douglas. owQ

After attending a. May 1'980 workshop coordinated by, the Center' for the Study
of CommunityColleges on the Formation of Lay Advisory Committees, Mr. Walters,
Chairman of the Humanities DiVision; Ms. Douglas, Assistant Chairman; and Dennis
Peters, Professor of Humanities, became convinced that such a committee was
iboth, feasible and desirable. During the first week5 of Fall Quarter they .
Koposed the idea,.to others in the Division. Additional interest in the
.committee was generated by other activities connected with the statewide
National indowment for thHumanities grant.'

.

'In deceMber at a Divisional meeting a formal propbsal. was made to create. .'
a HOmanities Advisory-Committee, which would advise the f4tUlty,in.areas similar
to those established at Brevard. The motion was'unanimoisly approved.. All
interested-faculty,were.then invited_toattend a second meeting to set up the
nomination-procedure...end the,quallficattbns fdr-Mellbers. It.was decided that ,'-

tfibie,nominating.pothntial members should provide information on. the indiViduals'

interests, arid, strengths.; The group wanted people with, a range ofb'ackgrounds,-
johs,,and.ages, and were parficularlyInterested that thosnominate4 have the ,

time to be attive.and.inmolved, 7 '
$11

st
From the-faculty nominations fifteen indiViduals.Accepted their invitations

to become members of the Humanities Advisory Council. The informal invitation
was followed by a .formal invitation from the college president. The first
,session was a dinner meeting at which the college president and other col144q
officials. welComed the. new committee members, Dennis Peters will be the Divition's
liatsOniwith 'the Committee.

.

. , .



0iympic College (Bremerto4 n, Washington) -- Polly Zanetta

. .

As in the case of Shoreline Community College, the stimulus for a
Humanities Advisory Committee came afterPolly Zanetta, Chairwoman f the

Humanities Division, and two faculty members attended the Center T the

Study of Community Colleges' May workshop, The two faculty memb s were

very enthusiastic about establishing a group and discussed it at a Division

meeting, The Division decided to form a committee, made up of four instructors,
which was charged with developing a formal, proposal to establish a lay advisory
committee. The final proposal was sent to each member of the Division, and at
the next Divisional meeting.it was accepted by all.

The proposal was then sent to the Dean of'Instruction and the college
president. Both Were receptive to the proposal but had some concerns,
particularly regarding the ability of members with'a general humanities
background 'or interest, to advise on particular disciplines. Written statements -

on the usefulness ofl'Ommitteds whose members share a 1:4-oad interest and
concern for the humanities and comments from people at other institutions where:
such groups have-been established convinced the Dean that such groups could'be

'viable and beneficial,' q,

By February the,Division was in the final stages of selecting and notifying
committee members. All the faculty in the*Humanities Division were encouraged
to nominate candidates for the nine member committee and the nominated
individuals had to be acceptable to the entire Division. The following criteria

guided the nominating procedure: members represent the college's entire service
area, members' interests cover all disciplines in-the Division, and at least one
member be involved with the public schools. The formal invitations to the _
community members are being issued by the Dean of Instruction. This is the same

procedure used in appointing vocational advisory committees. Ms. Zanetta has

been asked by the Division toserve as the official representative. Attie first

meeting members will be asked to consider involving themselves in several,
projects, including helping to set up a Humanities Honors Program and assisting

the Division in strengthening its community outreach efforts.

San Diego Community College District (San Diego, California) -- Dorothy Berger

The planning for an advisory committee to assist in a multi-campus, rather

than a single campus, district reqUireda differentApproach than that described
above.- Ms.-Berger first presented-the proposal for an advisory committee to the-

___District_ExecutivelCouncila group_madeup of the_college P residents,,the Senate__
presidents, the bargaining agent representatives, the student council presfdenis,

and all district level! directors, The Council' was very receptive to the idea and

encouragedjis. Berger to proceed. She then obtained approval from the four
faculty senates, the United Student Council and the 'Chancellor. In addition,

she spoke to a sizeable number of faculty at the different campuses tcogain

their:support. The proposal was then placed as an agenda item on the docket

41 for the District Board of TrusteeS. The Board had before it the rationale,for

. : s7uch.a committee and its purposes, namely to considen'such opics"as:

- Assessment of. community needs and interests related to the

humanitieS;

470 't
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- "Review the scope of current humanities 'offerings;

- Methods- of recruitment and emplorent of students;

= Development of publiC information programs- related to the
humanities;.

- Development of cooperative prograMs and internships with
institutions such as museums, libraries, and symphony orchestras;

- Methods of bolstering declining spubl i funds for humanities
programs

In December,1980 the- Board approved the formation of a District Lay'
Advisory ton itteefor the Humanities and authorized the Chancellor to
convene the committee: Thegroup will consist of 15 community members chosen
because they are deeply involved in some way with at least one aspect of the
huManities, and have the time and interest to serve as advisors to the District,
and two-faculty members and one administrator from each campus. Nominations
fdr community members can come from any trustee, administrator, or faculty
member. Selection of members will be made by the Chancellor and Senate
Presidents with the formal appointment coming from the Chancellor. The faculty
are to be selected by each Senate President, and can be either humanities
instructors or occupational faculty With an interest in the huinanities; the

_administrator, who is to be froin the humanities area, will be appointed by the
campus president.

Failures

In- one multi-campus district the chancellor approved the-idea of a
committee and assigned a4humanities instructor the responsibility for forming
such a group. The instructor received some release time for a semester to work
on this project and during that time formed an* inter-campus committee o.f faculty
people from the humanities department-on all three, campuses-. The committee met
a few-times and -devoted.its efforts toward the issues of who should be invited
to serve op the -lay advisory group, who should makel--the initial phone calls to
-potential membdrs; and from whom should the formal Anyitation come.

Responsibility for forming th advisory_ group was then given to another:
.ti

instructor. Again release time w8 granted for a semester. .Some 18 months
=after the chancellor-approved theidea,a. 1 ist of .community. people had been
generated and invited,to jain.. Sixteen individuals accepted and-the Board met in
June,1980. The meeting included presenters from all three campuses and sparked
enthusiasm for, seyeral- projects among the new Board members.

Then .0m instructor 'who- had been assigned the leadership role ,asSumed
-another pogition within the DistrAct, and no release time. was tai 1 abl e for
someone else to take over the role of Board organizer, and liaison. The future
of the Advtsory.,.Board seemed to be riding'on the. question of Whether another
humanities instructor yould be. given rel ease time to take over the- position

. of camplisl eader.
.



In a second multi- campus district the chancellor approved the idea and
assigned a third-level-district administrator the task of forming, a group.
This person convened a committee, of faculty members from all the cblleges in
the district. This faculty committee met four.to Sixtimes, elected a chair-
person, and resolked to consider, first what it would take to gain a sense of
the humanities among all the campuses in the district. y'.The felt that
addressing this issue was a necessary prerequisite before a district wide
community advisory group could be formed. At the end of the academic year

-'ielittle progress had been made to resolve the first issue and dyer the summer
other concerns seemed tp take precedence over an advisory group:for the
humanities. Within a year the entire idea of a community group to erve as
advocates for the humanities seems to have been dropped.

In a third multi-campus distIlict a humanities division chairperson took it
upon himself to form an advisory committee. Faculty were invited to nominate.
individuals and the!administration'approved the formation of such a group.
The.committee was established as an ecumenical council with representatives
from the major religious organizations in the area and a few other people. The
group met quarterly for a year. The meetings were primarily spent with the
division chairperson, who served as the committee head, and a few faculty
members telling the group about various campus activities. Little seems to .

have been done to encourage the committee to bedome involved ina project.
Consequently, during the second year no meetings were held since apparently
the committee had nothing to do.

Comments s

A few guidelines can be drawn from the successful and unsuccessful examples
enumerated above. First, the idea ofa lay advisory committee to the humanities
will fail if it is imposed by the administration and assigned.to someone who is

. neither suppOrtive nor enthusiastic aboutthe concept, but merely assumes the
responsibility as part of. his /her job or because release time has been given .

work on establishing such a group.

Second, the idea will fail if the majority of faculty within'the humanities-
departmentAo not support it.. A faculty person, preferably a department
chairperson, must present theidea,and gain support.-- or at least neutralize

,the opposition -- among his/her colleagues. Administrative support should be
solicited early on; it helps if the president of the college shows the faculty
and the commi !re that' he/she-apPraves_of the idea.

Third, the uses and operations of the committee need to be articulated:
It is a serious mistake, to convene busy and'active people to serve either as
a.listening.panel Dr to perform a rubber stamp function on projects or issue's
that the staff have- previously decided to work on.' The.committee,can and must
be involVed in specific activities, such as promoting an hodbrs program, -,

recruiting community resources and support for the college's humanities program,
visiting classrooms to speak on behalf of the humanities to the-students, and
generating vigorous spppdrt for the humanitieS at college: board meetings. In

general'thecommittee cannot acttin program planning the ,bodrd is the policy-
making body) but itcan provide information useful for planning. Vh committee
can question the role of the humAi ties at .the coliege;'the resources available
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for them, and the, program goals. It can work with the faculty in designing a

community survey regarding the future of the humanities, The very presence oft
interested community people helps the humanities instructors think differently
about their own work.'

Lastly, a multi-campus diStrictmay haVe more difficulty in establishing
a group than a single campus. Certainly, more people have to be involved, and
there should be a supportive-facultyoperson on each campus working to gain
faculty approval for the idea. It may be necessary to obtain the Board of
Trustees support and then have encouragement-from a high level campus administra-
tor. Although the process may be more complicated, the benefits gained will
more than outweigh the difficulties. As on chairman put it, The Lay Advisory
Committee is a way for me to relate to my colleagues differently. It is fun

and exciting. It's an antidote to the deadening repetitiveness of our work.
It gives us a new set of peers to relate to."

,f
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This report is one in a*seriet of reports being written by the Center for

the Study of Community Colleges as part of "Revitalizing the Humanities in the
,Community College,"'e Washington State Board for Community:College Education

project fUnded by the National Endowment for the Humanities. Individuals who

desire more information can obtain from the ERIC Clearinghouse Advisory,
.

Committees.for,the Humanities ED 188 669,
: JAN 8 1982:. . .:
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